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Abstract
Synthesis and Characterization of a Novel Polyacetal
Design and Preparation of Superhydrophobic Photocatalytic Surfaces
By
Yuanyuan Zhao

Advisors: Professor Nan-Loh Yang and Professor Alan Lyons
Polyacetal polymers are thermoplastic resins that play an important role in industry
because of numerous industrial applications including automobile; household appliance; etc. The
first part of this thesis (Chapter 2) is about the synthesis of a new acetal copolymer that exhibits
superior thermal stability. The second part of this thesis (Chapter 3) is about the preparation and
applications of TiO2 -based polymer nanocomposite films, where the reactive oxygen species
(ROS) are generated on the solid surface. Catalytic nanocomposite films are an active area of
research because of their potential uses for environmental remediation and chemical synthesis.
Furthermore, to enhance surface functionality, superhydrophobic surfaces are prepared using
catalyst particles, where the ROS could be generated at the solid-liquid-gas interphase. These
works are presented in the third part of this thesis (Chapters 4 and 5).
Acetal copolymers represent a family of well-established engineering thermoplastics
serving a broad range of important industrial applications including replacement for metals.
Their structure consists of oxymethylene units with a low concentration of co-monomer units.

iv

By interrupting the facile hemiacetal hydrolysis reaction that can propagate along the
macromolecular chain, these co-units function as a “stopper” against degradation of the main
block, –(CH2O) n–. The copolymer can also be blended with additives such as stabilizers and
reinforcements more easily than the homopolymer due to more flexible polymer chains.
Previous approaches have incorporated the “stopper” through cationic copolymerization of cyclic
acetals such as ethylene oxide, dioxolane and dioxepane. The first part of this thesis describes
the first synthesis of an eight-member ring acetal, 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane (MDOC), and its
cationic copolymerization with trioxane initiated by boron trifluoride dibutyl etherate. The
copolymerization process was monitored in situ using proton NMR. Incorporation of MDOC
led to the insertion of the “stopper” unit, “–[CH2CH2CH(CH3)CH 2CH2)O]–”, thus synthesizing
the new acetal copolymer. A superior copolymer thermal stability with a ~ 20oC increase in
degradation onset temperature compared with end-capped polyoxmethylene was observed. Both
TGA and DSC data indicated the random placement of the “stopper” in the copolymer likely due
to efficient transacetalization because of the higher basicity and flexibility of the stopper unit
compared with co-units comprising 2 to 4 carbons in length. DSC thermo-grams showed a
melting curve of a polymer with melting point lower, as expected, than that of oxymethylene
homopolymer. No homopolymer in the copolymer samples was in indicated by TGA. The new
acetal copolymer, poly(6-methyl-1,3-dioxocane-co-trioxane), which has a “stopper” co-unit with
five carbon atoms along the backbone, contains the longest reported stopper co-unit, potentially
leading to

improved

elongation, and toughness and better compatibility with a range of

additives compared to acetal homopolymers..
The second part of this thesis is focused on the design and preparation of photocatalytic
surfaces. The use of TiO2 as a semiconducting heterogeneous photocatalyst for the
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photodegradation of organic pollutants has been extensively investigated as the material is nontoxic, inexpensive, and chemically stable over a wide pH range. Chapter 3 presents a novel
lamination fabrication method that enables pre-formed TiO2 nanoparticles to become partially
embedded in the surface of a thermoplastic polymer film. In this way, the particles are strongly
adhered to the surface while remaining accessible to the aqueous solution. By modifying the
fabrication conditions (e.g. temperature, pressure, polymer melt viscosity, etc.), the morphology
of the hierarchical TiO2 -polymer surface can be controlled and thus the rate of photocatalytic
reactions can be increased.

In addition, the fraction of TiO 2 particles that become fully

embedded in the polymer surface, and so inaccessible to photocatalysis reactions, can be reduced
through lamination process control, thereby reducing costs.
Nanocomposite films were characterized (XPS, SEM, AFM, TGA) and tested by photooxidizing a Rhodamine B solution under either a UV lamp or natural sunlight. The morphology
of the surface was correlated with both fabrication conditions and photocatalysis rate. This
environmentally friendly technique is compatible with any type of TiO 2 catalyst particle and so
the wavelength response of the photocatalysis can be improved as particles that retain
photocatalytic activity at longer wavelengths become commercially available. The wide variety
of thermoplastic polymers that are compatible with the process will facilitate their introduction
into a wide range of applications including waste water treatment and water purification.
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, a general approach is presented to incorporating particles
into a superhydrophobic surface that catalyze the formation of reactive oxygen species.
Superhydrophobic photocatalytic surfaces are prepared using hydrophilic TiO 2 nanoparticles and
hydrophobic Silicon-Phthalocyanine photosensitizer particles. A stable Cassie state was
maintained, even on surfaces fabricated with hydrophilic TiO2 particles, due to significant
vi

hierarchical roughness. A triple phase photogenerator is designed and fabricated. By printing the
surface on a porous support, oxygen could be flowed through the plastron resulting in
significantly higher photooxidation rates relative to a static ambient.

Photooxidation of

Rhodamine B and BSA were studied on TiO2 -containing surfaces and singlet oxygen was
trapped on surfaces incorporating Silicon-Phthalocyanine photosensitizer particles. Catalyst
particles could be isolated in the plastron to avoid contamination by the solution. This approach
may prove useful for water purification and medical devices where isolation of the catalyst
particle from the solution is necessary and so Cassie stability is required.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Acetal copolymers represent a family of well-established engineering thermo- plastics.
Their structure consists oxymethylene units with a low level of counit. By interrupting the facile
hemiacetal hydrolysis propagating along the macromolecular chain, the counits function as a
“stopper” against degradation of the main block, –(CH2O) n–. The first part of this thesis reports
a new acetal comonomer copolymerized with trioxane to produce a novel polyacetal with
improved thermal stability. The second part of the thesis is concerned with photocatalyst
titanium dioxide (TiO2) particles. TiO2 has been extensively studied over the past decades,
because of its low cost and efficient photocatalytic properties.

However TiO 2 composites

typically exhibit low reactivity as most TiO 2 particles are embedded in the matrix. In this thesis,
a new type of TiO2 -polymer nanocomposite film is fabricated and characterized with the goal of
increasing the availability of TiO2 particles on the surface. Then a question came to us, can we
prepare a superhydrophobic surface to be photocatalytic? Some research was already done in this
area, but there are still challenges. In this thesis, the preparation of superhydrophobic surfaces
with photocatalyst particles incorporated is discussed. In addition, a novel device for reactive
oxygen species generation over solid-liquid-gas phase is designed and prepared.
1.1 Polyoxymethylene
1.1.1 Brief history of polyoxymethylene

Polyoxymethylene, commonly referred to POM and also known as polyacetal or
polyformaldehyde, is an engineering thermoplastic used in precision parts that require high
stiffness, low friction and excellent dimensional stability. Hermann Staudinger, a German
chemist who received the 1953 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, first studied the polymerization and
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structure of POM in the 1920s to explore the theory of giant molecules.[1] Researchers in those
days found that the lack of stability of POM was a problem. Even a small amount of acid ions
are able catalyze the sequential hydrolysis of the POM chain into formaldehyde. [2,3] In addition,
with the problem of thermal instability due to the hemiactal group at the end of the
macromolecular chain, POM was not commercialized.[4,5] In the 1940s, the Du Pont company in
the USA started extensive research on a process to obtain pure formaldehyde and its derivatives.
Then in 1956, Du Pont announced the production of a commercial POM homopolymer with the
trade name Delrin®. After that, extensive investigations were focused on the polymerization of
other aldehydes. Further, in 1960, another chemical company in the USA, the Celanese
Corporation, applied for a patent disclosing a process to prepare a POM copolymer by
copolymerizing trioxane (TOX) with cyclic ethers using boron fluoride etherate as a catalyst.
The Celanese Corporation named this copolymer Celcon®.[6] The Celcon copolymer exhibited
higher thermal satiability than the homopolymer.

Nowadays, most of the POM resins

manufactured worldwide are used in the production of automotive parts, electrical, electronic and
industrial components. POM is now manufactured and consumed world wide.[7]

1.1.2. Polyacetal properties and synthesis
The acetal polymer has a density range of 1.4 - 1.5 g/cm3 ,[8-10] and can be processed
readily by molding. It is a semi-crystalline polymer (75-85% crystalline)[11] and also a tough
material with a very low coefficient of friction, high abrasion resistance, high heat resistance,
good electrical and dielectric properties and low water absorption. However, polyoxymethylenes
are not resistant to acidic and oxidizing substances, which is why both acetal homopolymer and
copolymer require involved stabilization systems. In the case of the homopolymer, hemiacetal
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chain end groups are converted into stable moieties such as ethers. [12-14] With the copolymer, the
second comonomer is a cyclic ether which resists chain cleavage. Propagation [15,16] POM, in
general, is sensitive to oxidation, and an anti-oxidant is normally added to molding grades of the
material.

Polyoxymethylene homopolymers are prepared from anhydrous formaldehyde, with the
presence of polymerization catalyst in an organic liquid reaction medium. The principal method
used aqueous formaldehyde with an alcohol to create a hemiformal, dehydration of the
hemiformal/water mixture (either by extraction or vacuum distillation), and then release of the
formaldehyde by heating the hemiformal. The formaldehyde is then polymerized by anionic
catalysis and the resulting polymer stabilized by reaction with acetic anhydride to form stable
acetate end groups. The homopolymers obtained by anionic polymerization of formaldehyde
have a monomodal molecular weight distribution.[17, 18]

To prepare polyoxymethylene copolymer, formaldehyde is generally converted to
trioxane. This is done by acid catalysis (either sulfuric acid or acidic ion exchange resins) and
concurrent removal of the trioxane by distillation or extraction and then by the cationic
polymerization of trioxane with comonomer to produce polyacetal copolymer. The trioxane
must meet strict purity requirements for the subsequent cationic polymerization. The trioxane is
then dried to remove all water and other active hydrogen-containing impurities.[19] As the
comonomers, ethylene oxide, propylene oxide, butylenes oxide and styrene oxide have been
described.[20] Also, cyclic formals can be used, such as ethylene glycol formal (1, 3 -dioxolane),
1, 3-propanediol formal and 1,4-butanediol formal.[21] For the cationic polymerization initiator,
many compounds could be used, including Lewis acids (e.g. BF 3·Bu2O),[22] protic acids such as
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perchloric acid, perfluoroalkanesulfonic acid,[23] heteropoly acid,[24,25] carbenium salts,[26]
oxonium compounds, and metal complexes.[27]

Among these initiators, boron trifluoride

etherate, BF3·OEt2 is especially preferred due to its important industry applications. In the new
acetal copolymerization described in the first part of this thesis, BF 3·OEt2 is selected as the
initiator. The polymerization can take place in a non-polar solvent (in which case the polymer
forms as a slurry) or in the melt (e.g. an extruder). After polymerization, the polymer should be
stabilized by heating to remove unstable end segments.

Extensive research has been documented for the investigation of acetal polymers,
characteristics, syntheses, fabrication, application and degradations. For example, Alexander
Hsing[28] et al. studied the degradation of homopolymer acetal and copolymer acetal due to
exposure to ultraviolet radiation. Exposure to UV light leads to degradation of acetal polymers
chemical and mechanical properties, which depends strongly on exposure time. As described
above, to obtain acetal copolymers, one needs to start with cyclic acetals, comonomers
containing at least two oxygen atoms flanking a methylene group. This family of monomers has
distinctive characteristics such as high stability towards alkalies and low stability towards acids.
Cui et al[20] reported cationic copolymerization of trioxane with 1, 3-dioxepane. For acetal
monomer synthesis, Kim[29] synthesized a series of cyclic acetals including compounds with
similar 8-member ring structures but having the methyl group on the 2-position. Direct
acetalization of carbonyl compounds with 1, 5-, 1, 6-, or longer-chain diols is a difficult reaction
and no general method is available. Thermodynamic conditions are generally not favorable,
giving low yields with significant amounts of oligomeric byproducts. This is illustrated by the
outcome of the reaction between acetone and hexane-1, 6-diol, which gives only the dimeric bis-
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acetal.[30] In the acetal monomer synthesis described in this thesis, the procedure is mainly based
on the experiments carried by Dale et al.,[31] where eight-ring cyclic formal was synthesized.

1.1.3. Motivations and applications

Polyacetal structure consists oxymethylene units with a low level of co-units.

By

interrupting the facile hemiacetal hydrolysis propagating along the macromolecular chain, these
counits function as a “stopper” against degradation of the main block, –(CH 2O)n–, to prevent the
“unzipping” process[32] initiating at the unstable hemiacetal end group with sequential liberation
of the formaldehyde molecules. Thus, the stopper units improve the thermal stability of the
product. The copolymer can also be blended with additives such as stabilizers.[33] The “stopper”
has been incorporated through cationic copolymerization of cyclic acetals such as ethylene
oxide, dioxolane, substituted dioxane, and dioxepane, which give stopper units with two to four
carbon atoms.[20,34,35] The copolymerization process is very complex and has been summarized in
several reviews.[36,37] In this thesis, the first synthesis of an eight-membered ring acetal, 6methyl-1, 3-dioxocane (MDOC), and its cationic copolymerization with trioxane (TOX) initiated
by boron trifluoride dibutyl etherate (BF3·OEt2) is reported. The new cyclic acetal MDOC serves
as a stopper unit with five carbon atoms along the backbone, the longest one among the reported
polyacetal structures. The longer stopper unit may lead to potential advantages in improving the
thermo-stability of polyacetals. Thermal stability of the new acetal copolymer, poly (6-methyl-1,
3-dioxocane-co-trioxane),

is

achieved

by

incorporating

into

the

backbone

–

CH2CH2CH(CH3)CH2CH 2– units, disrupting the sequence of –CH2O– units susceptible to
unzipping.
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The MDOC is synthesized from 3-methyl-1, 5-pentanediol (MPD). MPD has been used
in the manufacture of a variety of prepolymer polyesters and polycarbonates polyols. Polyester
prepolymers have typically been synthesized with adipic acid, isophthalic acid, or terephthalic
acid in conjunction with MPD. This thesis is focused on developing fundamentals for the
preparation of a new family of MPD based polymers via different chemistries – production of
novel polyacetal copolymers obtained from cationic copolymerization of trioxane with an acetal
ring monomer 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane (MDOC) derived from MPD.

Polyoxymethylene polymers are typically used as structural polymers in engineering
plastics applications. It has excellent stiffness, dimensional stability, impact, lubricity, and
solvent resistance. The thermal stability of the POM material is critical to successful processing
(injection molding, extrusion, compression molding) and long term stability in the application
environment. Polyoxymethylenes are now widely used to replace metals. Their low specific
weight and economics in processing (compared with metals), as well as the advantageous
combination of mechanical, thermal, electrical and chemical properties have led to their wide
range of applications. Their uses as engineering plastics include areas of gears, wheels and
bearings; gasoline fuel system components; rollers, sliders, and casters; industrial fluid handling
and plumbing systems; and electronics components.
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1.2 Photocatalysis and superhydrophobic surfaces

1.2.1 Fundamental theories

1.2.1.1 Photocatalysis on TiO2 surfaces

Photocatalytic splitting of water on TiO 2 electrodes was discovered by Fuijishima and
Honda in 1972; a new era in heterogeneous photocatalysis began. Extensive research has been
conducted in order to understand the fundamental catalytic processes with the goal of enhancing
the photocatalytic efficiency of TiO 2. In recent decades, applications to environmental cleanup
have been one of the most active areas in heterogeneous photocatalysis, which is inspired by the
TiO2-based photocatalyst for the complete destruction of organic compounds or bacteria in
polluted air and wastewaters.[38-42]

Photo-induced molecular transformations and reactions take place at the surface of a
catalyst in a heterogeneous photocatalysis system.[38] Generally, photocatalysis processes can be
divided into two classes. In a catalyzed photoreaction, the initial photoexcitation occurs in the
molecule absorbed on the catalyst surface which then interacts with the ground state catalyst
substrate. The other process, sensitized photoreaction, occurs when the initial photoexitation
takes place in the catalyst substrate and then the photoexcited catalyst transfers an electron or
energy into a ground state absorbed molecule.
TiO2 is a semi-conductor material which can form photogenerated charge carriers –
positive holes and negative electrons, which are generated upon the absorption of UV light
corresponding to the band gap energy (about 3.2 eV) (Figure 1.1).[43-46] Although most of these
charge carriers can rapidly self-recombine, some of them migrate to the TiO 2 surface and initiate
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redox reactions with an absorbed molecule, where the trapped hole and negative electron react
with donor and acceptor molecules, respectively. The photogenerated positive holes in the
valence band diffuse to the TiO 2 surface and react with absorbed water molecules to form
hydroxyl radicals. The negative electrons generated at the conduction band participate in
reduction processes, which can react with molecular oxygen in the air to produce superoxide
radical anions. The photogenerated holes, hydroxyl radicals (·OH) and superoxide radical anions
∙

(O2 -) are reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can oxidize nearby organic molecules on the
TiO2 surface.

Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration of the formation of photogenerated charge carriers (hole and
electron) upon absorption of UV light.[47]

1.2.1.2. UV-induced Superhydrophilicity of TiO 2

The UV light-induced superamphiphilicity of TiO 2 surfaces for both water and oil liquids
was first reported by Fujishima et al. in 1997.[48] They found that before UV irradiation, the TiO2
film exhibited a water contact angle of about 72 o, while after UV irradiation, water droplets
8

spread completely on the film, resulting in a water contact angle of about 0 o (Figure 1.2).[48] In
addition, a similar behavior was also found for oil liquids, such as hexadecane and glycerol
trioleate. The wettability of TiO2 surfaces was reversible between superhydrophilic and
hydrophobic under alternative UV irradiation and long-term storage in the dark. After the
discovery of light-induced superamphiphilicity of TiO2 surfaces, a number of reports have been
devoted to investigating the mechanisms of this unique photo-induced wetting behavior.[43,44]

Figure 1.2. Switchable wettability of TiO2 surfaces. (a) A hydrophobic surface before UV
irradiation. (b) A superhydrophilic surface after UV irradiation. (c) Exposure of a hydrophobic
TiO2-coated glass to water vapor. The formation of fog (small water droplets) hindered the view
of the text on paper placed behind the glass. (d) Creation by UV irradiation of an antifogging
surface. The high hydrophilicity of the surface prevents the formation of water droplets, making
the text clearly visible.[48]
Fujishima et al. explained this photo-induced wetting behavior in their papers.[43,47] The
superhydrophilicity originates from chemical conformational changes of a surface.[46] The
majority of the holes are subsequently consumed by reacting directly with adsorbed organic
species or adsorbed water, producing ·OH radicals as described above. However, a small
proportion of the holes are trapped at lattice oxygen sites and may react with TiO 2 itself, which
weakens the bonds between the lattice titanium and oxygen ions. Water molecules can then
9

interrupt these bonds, forming new hydroxyl groups (Figure 1.3C). The singly coordinated OH
groups produced by UV light irradiation are thermodynamically less stable and have high surface
energy, which leads to the formation of a superhydrophilic surface. During the dark storage time,
hydroxyl groups gradually desorbed from the surface in the form of H 2O2 or H2O + O2 .[43,47,49]

Figure 1.3. Mechanism of photo-induced hydrophilicity.[43]

1.2.1.3. Wetting Theories

The wetting behavior of solid surfaces by a liquid is usually expressed by the contact
angle θ. The contact angle is an important fundamental concept in all solid-liquid/vapor
interfacial phenomena.[50] It quantifies the wettability of a solid surface by a liquid via the
Young’s equation. For a liquid droplet on a solid substrate, the wettability is determined by the
surface free energy of solid surfaces. Young first described the intrinsic contact angle of a liquid
droplet on an ideal solid surface, which is rigid, flat, chemically homogeneous, insoluble and
nonreactive (Figure 1.4a).[50] The Young’s equation for a flat and homogeneous solid can be
written as:
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sl

+

lg cosθY

where θY is the Young’s contact angle and

sg,

lg and

ls

refer to the interfacial surface tensions

with gas (g), liquid (l), and solid (s), respectively. Since Young’s equation describes an ideal
system in its state of thermodynamic equilibrium,[51,52] some other factors are not considered in
this ideal surface, such as surface roughness, chemical heterogeneity, swelling, etc. Surface
roughness is an important factor on the wettability of solid surfaces, which results in a deviation
of the contact angle from the value established by Young’s equation. [49] Thus, in 1936, Wenzel
proposed another wetting model to describe the relationship between surface roughness and the
apparent contact angle of a solid surface (Figure 1.4b).[53] Then in 1944, Cassie and Baxter built
another model to describe the relationship between chemical heterogeneities and the contact
angle (Figure 1.4c).[54] Details of Wenzel and Cassie equations are described in Chapter 4
(section 4.1).

Figure 1.4. Typical wetting models of a droplet on solid substrates

. (a) A liquid drop on a flat substrate (Young’s model). (b) Wetted contact between the liquid and
the rough substrate (Wenzel’s model). (c) Non-wetted contact between the liquid and the rough
substrate (Cassie’s model).[55]
Although the Wenzel model and Cassie model are not sufficient to explain the behavior
of a droplet on a surface in practical situations, they are still the classic models for researchers to
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use when investigating the droplet behavior on an imperfect surface. In the past decades,
research to refine the wetting theory on superhydrophobic surfaces has been reported.[56-58]
Another important concept to describe the behavior of droplets at the solid-liquid interface is
contact angle hysteresis.[59] The contact angle hysteresis is defined as the difference between
advancing contact angle (θadv ) and receding contact angle (θrec): Δθ= θadv - θrec. When the volume
of a droplet on a surface is increasing, the droplet swells and inflates. As the droplet volume
grows, the liquid-solid contact line first remains pinned at the surface, causing the contact angle
to increase until the drop grows sufficiently large that the contact line can advance. During this
process, the maximum contact angle observed is the advancing contact angle θadv. On the other
hand, when the volume of a droplet on a surface is decreasing, the contact angle will decrease.
The contact line will not change until the droplet volume decreases below a critical value. The
minimum angle measured during this process is the receding contact angle θrec. The contact
angle hysteresis depends upon the surface roughness as well as the surface chemistry. In the
Wenzel state, the liquid will penetrate into the roughness of the surface and wet the asperities
completely. In this case, the contact angle hysteresis is high. While in the Cassie (i.e.
superhydrophobic) state, the droplet sits on the tops of the surface asperities; the majority of the
liquid surface below the droplet, is in contact with air. When the solid is hydrophobic, the
contact angle hysteresis is low.[60] Maintaining the liquid in the Cassie state is necessary when
using superhydrophobic surfaces for practical applications.

1.2.2. Motivations

TiO2 is an important material as it possesses many useful properties due to its
photocatalytic activity (e.g. oxidation of pollutants, hydrogen production from water, etc.) and is
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also nontoxic, inexpensive, and chemically stable. However, the incorporation of TiO2 into
practical devices remains a significant research challenge. Most common methods for using
TiO2 as a catalyst to purify wastewater is to disperse the particles into the water.[61-64] The
drawback of this technique is that the catalyst particles are difficult to remove or recover, which
makes the process economically unfavorable. Some researchers fabricate polymer films with
TiO2 particles. Figure 1.5 shows the effect of different fabrication processes. If using a coating
method, such as dip coating or spray coating,[65,66] the particles have high surface availability
(Figure 1.5a). But the adhesion of catalyst particles on the film surface is low, which means the
particles are easily removed from the surface. In some cases, a melt blending technique is used
(TiO2 particles are mixed with a polymer and then extruded or molded to prepare composite
film).

Although the adhesion of particles with the polymer matrix is good, the surface

availability of particles is low. This is because most of the particles are fully embedded into the
polymer matrix (Figure 1.5b). Only a relatively small percentage of the particles are uncoated
by the polymer and available on the surface, thus reducing the catalytic efficiency. Because of
these challenges, a new method to prepare TiO2-polymer nanocomposite films is developed and
described in this thesis. Using a lamination press, catalyst particles are partially embedded in the
film fabricated (Figure 1.5c). This technique not only increases the surface availability of TiO 2
particles, but also enhances the adhesion of particles on the surface. In addition, this method is
low cost and compatible with any type or any size of TiO 2 nanoparticles. This part of the work is
described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.5. Effect of fabrication process on the availability of TiO2 particles on the
surface of a nanocomposite.
Superhydrophobic surfaces are one of the most interesting types of functional surfaces
today and may prove useful for a variety of practical applications in many different fields. [67-69]
In nature, there are many kinds of superhydrophobic surfaces, such as the lotus leaf, some insect
wings, etc. However, there are no known examples in nature of superhydrophobic surfaces that
also act as photocatalysts. Why are we interested in a surface which is not only
superhydrophobic, but also photocatalytic? There are several reasons. First of all, catalysts can
add functionality to the surface. On superhydrophobic photocatalytic surfaces, the reactions can
occur at solid-liquid-gas interface. As shown in Figure 1.6, when catalyst particles are excited
by light, reactive oxygen species (ROS) will be generated on the catalyst particle surface at the
liquid-solid interface. The ROS can then oxidize molecule A in the solution to form a new
molecule B. Secondly, the superhydrophobicity can be used to separate the catalyst from the
solution. In this way, the potential contamination of catalyst particles by the solution, or the
solution by the catalyst, can be avoided. Furthermore, the superhydrophobicity can facilitate the
flow of the solution, which can increase the rate of the photocatalytic reaction. In addition, the
14

superhydrophobicity can reduce the thickness of the static fluid boundary layer on the catalyst
surface, further increasing the rate. Most importantly, access to the plastron allows control of the
chemical composition of the gas phase at the solid-liquid-gas interface.

B

light

A

Figure 1.6. Scheme of photocatalytic reaction on a superhydrophobic surface.

However, there are challenges to preparing superhydrophobic photocatalytic surfaces. To
maintain the solution in a stable Cassie state is the main problem. This is because most
photocatalyst particles are hydrophilic, which can cause the aqueous phase to collapse from
Cassie to Wenzel state (Figure 1.7).[70] In some cases, the catalyst particles are treated with
chemicals, such as silane to achieve superhydrophobicity.[71,72] But the treated particles are
unstable under UV light exposure. Some superhydrophobic catalytic surfaces with hierarchical
roughness may not require surface treatments but may require synthetic procedures that employ
elevated temperatures and pressures, which are not economically feasible or compatible with
coating large areas. In addition, the embedded catalyst particles exhibit decreased reactivity.[70]
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Figure 1.7. Liquid collapse from Cassie state to Wenzel state under UV
illumination.[70]
Another challenge of using superhydrophobic photocatalytic surfaces is to access the
plastron (gas layer under liquid) to control gas phase chemistry. Access to and control of the gas
layer between substrate and liquid phase (plastron) has not been demonstrated. Since advances
in photocatalyst chemistry are continuously achieved, a method that can accommodate any
arbitrary particle type, size and composition is an important issue. Furthermore, it would be
more efficient if the particle location could be controlled relative to the liquid-air interface.

Considering all the challenges above, a new kind of superhydrophobic surfaces composed
of catalytic particles was prepared as described in this thesis. The advantages of this surface
includes stability of the Cassie state over long reaction times; control of the gas composition and
flow rate in the plastron; particle wetting (i.e. location relative to liquid-air interface) can also be
controlled. The superhydrophobicity can be reached even using hydrophilic TiO 2 particles.
Besides TiO2 photocatalyst particles, hydrophobic silicon-phthalocyanine catalyst particles, a
singlet oxygen photosensitizer, were also incorporated into the superhydrophobic surfaces. The
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effect of this unique surface structure and plastron gas composition on singlet oxygen generation
was also studied in this thesis. These research topics are described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5,
respectively.

1.2.3 Applications

TiO2 materials with special wettability have many advantages for various applications
such as antifogging, biomedical, antibacterial, self-cleaning, water condensation, etc. In this
thesis, a lamination press is used to fabricate a TiO2 -based polymer nanocomposite film. This
environmentally friendly technique is compatible with any type of TiO 2 catalyst particle and so
the wavelength response of the photocatalysis can be improved as particles that retain
photocatalytic activity at longer wavelengths become commercially available. The wide variety
of thermoplastic polymers that are compatible with the process will facilitate their introduction
into a wide range of applications including waste water treatment and water purification.

For the superhydrophobic photocatalytic surfaces designed and prepared in this thesis,
these structures provide an environment in which photocatalytic mechanistic studies can be
conducted as a function of catalyst surface wetting as well as plastron gas phase composition and
gas flow rate, independent of the solution composition. This configuration may be especially
important in applications such as water purification when gas phase generation of a reactive
intermediate is required but when contamination of the fluid by the catalyst must be avoided.
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Chapter 2. Synthesis and Characterizations of A New Acetal Copolymer: Poly
(6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane)
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Overview of polyacetal
As described in Chapter 1, POM represents high molecular weight homopolymers and
copolymers of formaldehyde, which have -CH2O- repeating units.

The regular oxymethylene

repeating units enable the polyacetals to have a very high degree of crystallinity[1,2] The high
crystallinity provides the POM polymer with excellent properties, such as high toughness, low
surface friction, good resilience, great tensile strength and stiffness. In addition, polyacetals are
also resistant to a wide range of chemicals. Hence, such polymers have been found broad use in
traditional metal applications, such as in automotive, machine-building, electrical and electronics
industries.
Polyoxymethylene was first studied in the 1920s by a German chemist, Hermann
Staudinger, who received the 1953 Nobel Prize in Chemistry.[3]

The history of POM is

summarized briefly in Chapter 1 (Section 1.1.1). It is the Du Pont Company that first
commercialized the POM homopolymers and made the acetal homopolymer trade name
Delrin.[4-6] The acetal copolymer was developed and commercialized by Celanese. Celanese
researchers developed an acetal resin based on the copolymerization of trioxane and cyclic
ethersand named the polymer Celcon® in 1960s.[7] Since then, rapid expansion of acetal resin
production has occurred worldwide. Besides the typical POM homopolymer and copolymer
resins, POM block copolymers were commercialized by Asahi Chemical in 1987.[8] Up to 2011,
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the current POM market is supplied by six major manufacturers located in Germany, Japan,
USA, Korea and China, which provide about 70% of worldwide production. [9]
POM resins are produced in different grades with various degrees of polymerization
resulting in different properties. In general, the POM resins can be separated into the following
categories: basic or standard grades; grades with improved slip/wear properties; reinforced
grades; high-impact or toughened grades and special grades with special additives against
weathering or chemical agents like fuels, medical grades, electrical conductive grades, etc.[10-13]
The price for basic grade POM resin currently ranges from 900 US$/t to 1800 US$/t; whereas the
special grades can reach prices >100,000 US$/t. The consumption of POM resins in the world
continues to increase over the years, as the trend seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Worldwide consumption of POM resins over the last 30 years based on data from
references. [14-28]
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The steadily increased market demand establishes the important and essential role of
POM in plastic industry. However, the stability of POM products is an issue.

Extensive

research has been focused on how to improve the stability of POM.
2.1.2 Acetal homopolymer and copolymer
POM homopolymers are thermally unstable and tend to depolymerize by an “unzipping”
mechanism,[29] which can liberate formaldehyde molecules from chain ends.

To obtain a

thermally stable acetal polymer, one strategy is to transform the polymer chains by the endcapping method.[29] Another method is to synthesize a copolymer by using trioxane (TOX) with
cyclic acetal comonomers like ethylene oxide, 1, 3-dioxolane, or 1, 3-dioxepane.[30-32] Figure
2.2 shows the conventional methods to produce POM homo- and copolymers.

Figure 2.2. Conventional methods for production of acetal polymers.
The comonomer incorporated into the copolymer chain serves as a “stopper” against
degradation of the main block, –(CH2O) n–, by interrupting the unzipping process of facile
hemiacetal hydrolysis propagating along the macromolecular chain. Thus, the stopper units
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improve the thermal stability of the product. The cyclic acetal used includes ethylene oxide,
dioxolane, and substituted dioxane, dioxepane, which has stopper units with two to four carbon
atoms.
In POM copolymers, the crystallization behavior is influenced by the incorporation of a
small amount of comonomer units randomly distributed in the polymer chains. Thus, compared
with POM homopolymer, the copolymer generally has a lower degree of crystallinity. The
relatively low crystallinity leads to slightly lower POM mechanical properties. However, the
long-term thermal and chemical stability of POM copolymer are enhanced.

2.1.3. Syntheses of a novel eight-membered ring acetal monomer: 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane
(MDOC)
Cyclic acetal comonomers play a very important role in the formation of acetal
copolymers, because after polymerization with trioxane, comonomers can provide a
–(CH2O)n– block, which serve as “stopper” units against degradation of the acetal copolymer
main chain and thus increase the thermo-stability of the polyacetal products. Commercialized
cyclic acetal comonomers include ethylene oxide, 1, 3-dioxolane, or 1, 3-dioxepane.[31-33] These
acetal comonmers have stopper units with two to four carbon atoms. It is expected that an
increase in the number of carbon atoms in the stopper units can enhance the thermal stability of
the product. Thus the cyclic acetal monomer with eight-membered ring structure, 6-methyl-1, 3dioxocane (MDOC), were designed and synthesized as described in this Chapter (Section 2.2.1).
The methyl group at C-6 position of the ring offers a tert-H atom, which is easily to be removed
or substituted and further provides a site for surface structural modification.
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To synthesize the eight-membered ring compound is a challenging task.

Direct

acetalization of carbonyl compounds with 1, 5-, 1, 6-, or longer-chain diols is a difficult reaction
and no general method is available. Thermodynamic conditions are generally not favorable,
giving low yields with significant amounts of oligomeric byproducts. This is illustrated by the
outcome of the reaction between acetone and hexane-1, 6-diol, which gives only the dimeric bisacetal.[34] Song et al.[35] synthesized eight-membered ring cyclic acetals from catalytic addition of
diols to terminal alkynes with a cationic iridium complex containing two labile ligands. The
acetal monomer they synthesized has a methyl group on the C-2 position. In this project, for the
monomer synthesis, the procedure is mainly based on the experiments carried by Kjemisk
Institute in Norway.[36]
To study monocyclic ring structure, 1H-NMR and
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C NMR are widely used. The

dynamics of the eight-membered ring structures have been widely studied.[37-39] Because eightmembered rings have relatively low ring-torsional barriers, they exist and convert rapidly
between different conformations, including boat-boat; boat-chair; chair-chair; twist-boat-boat;
twist-chair-chair etc. The replacement of a methylene group by an oxygen atom is expected to
reduce non-bonded repulsions and to have significant effects on torsional barriers and internal
angle strains.[40] It has been shown that the most favored conformations of 1, 3-dioxocane are the
enantiomeric boat-chair forms.[40] Due to symmetry and rapid interconversion on the NMR timescale at ambient temperature, only one set of chemical shifts is obtained for the corresponding 1 H
and 13C at C-4 and C-8 and at C-5 and C-7 positions. In our compound MDOC, there is a methyl
group at C-6 position, which may increase steric hindrance and lead to lesser possibility of
interconversions. To study the structure of MDOC, 1 H NMR,
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C NMR and Heteronuclear

Single Quantum Correlation (HSQC) 2-Dimensional NMR were used.
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2.1.4. Syntheses of Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane) , a new acetal copolymer
One of the strategies to improve the thermo-stability of acetal polymers is to
copolymerize of Trioxane with other cyclic acetal comonomer to make the resulted copolymer
chain involved a carbon-carbon chain which can act as “stopper” unit against “unzipping”[29]
degradation process. The comonomer incorporated into copolymers with trioxane are usually
ethylene oxide and 1, 3-dioxolane. There have been extensive reports concerning the
copolymerization of trioxane and ethylene oxide, 1, 3-dioxolane, and 1, 3-dioxepane.[31-33]
Cationic copolymerization is the unique method for acetal copolymerization.

The patent

literature discloses a large variety of initiators for acetal polymerizations including different
Lewis acids, stable carbenium, oxonium or diazonium salts, and derivatives (esters or
anhydrides) of strong protonic acids.[41-47] However, BF3 seems to maintain its superior position
in industrial applications. Thus, we chose boron trifluoride dibutyl etherate as the
copolymerization initiator.
Several questions need to be answered: How will the comonomer units affect the
crystallites after they are incorporated into the methylene oxide polymer chain? Is it possible for
the comonomer units to be inserted within the crystalline domain? How will counits affect the
mechanical behavior of the acetal copolymers? The insertion of comonomer units could be
viewed as introduction of defects into the polyoxymethylene chain by interrupting the regular
methylene oxide repeating units. For the common cyclic acetal monomers such as ethylene
oxide, 1, 3-dioxolene, or 1, 3-dioxepane, these comonomers do not introduce any branching
along the main chain and the linear architecture of the polyoxymethylene remains unchanged. [3133]

For the eight-membered ring cyclic acetal commoner described here, although there is a

methyl group at C-6 position along the chain, it is not critical to make the copolymer branched or
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cross-linked. Lorthioir

[48]

investigated the localization of tetramethylene oxide units (T) along

the polyoxylmethylene chains in order to improve the copolymer thermal properties using solidstate NMR combined with WAXS. They found that the insertion of T units induces a significant
decrease of both crystallinity and crystallite size, since a large part of the T units are located in
the amorphous domains. The comonomer designed and synthesized in this project should have
similar effect as the 1, 3-dioxopane, since it has one more carbon along carbon-carbon chain.
The bulk copolymerization of TOX and cyclic acetal commoner proceeds in two steps, a
homogeneous (induction) period, followed by a very rapid heterogeneous propagationcrystallization step.[49] The initial concentration of TOX and acetal copolymer will affect the
polymerization system. Sharavanan et al.[49] reported that during the induction period the
initiation takes place on the more basic acetal copolymers. When the initial concentration is
above its equilibrium value, the polymer formed at early stage is homopolymer or a copolymer,
which is comonomer enriched. At a lower concentration of comonomer, the TOX starts to
incorporate into the polymer and the concentration of homopolymer starts to decrease. This
decrease can result from the transacetalization process. Copolymer formed in this case has a
sequence of comonomer units in the chain (Figure 2.3a). If the initial concentration of acetal
comonomer is lower than the equilibrium value, the TOX acts as a solvent for comonomer and
the comonomer is inserted as isolated units (Figure 2.3b). In this case, during second step of
polymerization, most of the polyacetal chains contain isolated comonomer unit and can be
accommodated in the crystalline phase, resulting in an acetal copolymer with high stability, as
compared with samples with higher comonomer content. Distribution of comonomer units is
shown in Figure 2.3.
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a

b

Figure 2.3. Acetal comonomer ( ) distribution in copolymer. (a) Higher initial concentration,
forms copolymer with sequences of comonomer; (b) Lower concentration, forms copolymer with
isolated comonomer unit.
Collins

[50]

studied the copolymerization of trioxane and dioxolane using 1H NMR and

found that at the initiation process, even though dioxolane (pK b= 7.5) is a stronger base than
trioxane (pKb=10), the higher concentration of trioxane leads to an appreciable concentration of
protonated trioxane. The protonated trioxane decomposes into formaldehyde, which can then
react with protonated trioxane and dioxolane to give tetraoxane and trixepane. This means it is
not trioxane itself that directly reacts with comonomer, but rather it decomposes into
formaldehyde which then incorporates into the copolymerization.
Transacetalization, chain transfer to polymer chain, plays a very important role in the acetal
copolymerization.

This process results in a random copolymer with a molecular weight

distribution close to two and further leads to thermo-stable polyacetals. The transacetalization
process in copolymerization of trioxane and the new acetal comonomer is discussed in Section
2.3.4.4.
The new acetal copolymer poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co- trioxane) is expected to have
better thermal properties as demonstrated by DSC and TGA measurements. The cationic
copolymerization process is monitored by 1 H NMR.
2.1.5. Industrial applications
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POM is a polyacetal belonging to the engineering thermoplastics family, which exhibits
excellent mechanical properties and high chemical resistance. These properties make POM
suitable for a wide range of industry applications, such as automotive, electrical and electronics.
Due to the difference in the chemical structure, POM homo- and copolymer have different
properties and so they could be used for various purposes.
The POM homopolymer has a higher mechanical strength, wear resistance, hardness and
stiffness, and a lower coefficient of thermal expansion. The applications of POM homopolymers
include the production of medical devices elements, plug-in connectors, handles of surgical
instruments and some other components. The use of comonomers results in an increase in the
resistance to thermal degradation and higher alkali resistance of the POM copolymers. Because
of lower degree of crystallinity as compared to the homopolymer, the copolymers show better
stability. Some POM copolymers are used as raw material for the production of bushings, rollers
and in other applications which require a particular strength.

2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Synthesis of a novel eight-membered ring acetal monomer: 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane
(MDOC)
2.2.1.1 Synthesis and purifications
The new cyclic acetal 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxacane, MDOC, was prepared from 3methylpentane-1, 5-diol (MPD) and paraformaldehyde in benzene solution in the presence of an
acid ion-exchange resin.
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Scheme 2.1. Synthesis of 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane (MDOC).
The reaction mixture, consisting of 29.54 g (0.25 mole) 3-methylpentane-1, 5-diol
(MPD), 9.76 g (0.33 mole) of paraformadehyde, 100 ml of benzene, and 1.8 g of Amberlite IR 120 cation-exchange resin in its acid form were refluxed at ~85 0C for 4 h. Ca. 4.7 ml of water
was collected from the distilled azeotrope in a water separator. The catalyst was filtered off and
benzene was removed by evaporation. The mixture was extracted with hexane 6 times, and the
solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. 6.25 g of liquid with a strong smell was obtained.
The product was purified via column chromatography, eluting with CH 2Cl2/MeOH (95/5)
mixture.
The yield of this experiment was lower than 10%. To try to improve this synthesis, 200
ml benzene was used instead of 100 ml to dilute the reaction mixture. The yield increased a little
but not obviously. To avoid running a column, the solubilities of starting MDP and the product
MDOC in water was tested. It turned out that MDOC was not miscible with water and MDP was
some what dissolved but not so well. Then rough product was washed using DI water. In the
separating funnel, water phase and benzene phase were not well separated. Some white cottonlike solid formed between two phases, which made the mixture unclear. This method decreased
yield due to the loss of product remained in water phase. Also, the small amount of H2 O
remaining in the benzene phase was hard to remove.
Since benzene is toxic, toluene was substituted as the solvent:
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Scheme 2.2. Synthesis of MDOC via modified route.
41.20 g (0.35

mol) 3-methylpentane-1,5-diol (MPD), 13.71 g (0.46

mol) of

paraformadehyde, 250 ml of toluene, and 2.5 g of Amberlite IR-20 cation-exchange resin in its
acid form, were refluxed at ~118 0C for 4 h. Ca. 14 ml of water was collected from the distilled
azeotrope in a water separator. Catalyst was filtered out after reaction. Toluene is harder to be
evaporate than benzene. So after evaporation of solvent and extraction with hexane, the crude
product was dried in a vacuum oven at 40 0C for 48 hours. Besides, when hexane extracted the
product, if the amount of hexane is as the same as toluene, then no separated phase is observed
which means hexane and toluene are mixed together at this case. If hexane is added in much
excess, then the two phases were separated.
2.2.1.2. Characterizations by mass spectrometry (MS), 1D and 2D NMR
Mass Spectrometry results were obtained from the Mass Spectrometry Facility at Hunter
College. 1H,

13

C NMR and Heteronuclear Single Quantum 2D NMR experiments were carried

on a Varian 600 MHz NMR spectrometer at room temperature to confirm the compounds.

2.2.2. Synthesis of Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane)
2.2.2.1. Purification
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Cationic polymerization requires monomers with rigorously high purity. Trioxane was
distilled at 110 oC for 48 hours in the presence of sodium beads to remove traces of H2O and
impurities under nitrogen atmosphere.[31]
2.2.2.2. Cationic copolymerization of Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane)

80 oC
initiator

+

(1, 3, 5-trioxaneTOX) (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane)

(TOX/MDOC copolymer)

(M:CH2 O; P:CH2CH 2CHCH3CH2CH2O)
Scheme 2.3. Synthesis of Poly (MDOXC-co-TOX).

The sequence distribution of the co-units, M and P, is critical to the properties of the
copolymers: the higher the level of random placement, the better are the qualities of the product,
including thermal stability.
The copolymerization of trioxane with MDOC was carried out in bulk.

A typical

copolymerization process is as follows: Reaction solution consisting of 0.67 g trioxane and 0.20
g 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane, was initiated by 5 μl of 0.9 mol/L boron trifluoride dibutyl etherate
diluted with dioxane (6 × 10-3 M) in a dry small glass tube at 80 oC. After 10 min, the mixture
became gel. Then the copolymerization was allowed to proceed at 80 oC for 4 h. After 4 h, a
white wax like solid formed. The copolymer was purified by reprecipitation as following: A
mixture of the solid product and dimethyl sulfoxide was heated under close observation of
appearance as the temperature was raised. The mixture started to turn into a cloudy suspension
at 85 oC, and became a clear solution from 95 oC to 105 oC; a completely clear solution appeared
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at 127 oC. A white solid reprecipitated after standing at room temperature for half an hour. The
white solid was isolated by centrifuging and washed with methyl sulfoxide. This purification
procedure was repeated four times. The upper liquid phase was directly examined with 1H
NMR. The lower phase was dried in a vacuum oven, and dissolved in hexafluoro-2-propanol for
1

H NMR measurement.

2.2.2.3 Synthesis of Polytrioxane and PolyMDOC
Cationic polymerization of trioxane (0.8g) was initiated by 5μl of 0.9 mol/L BF3·OEt2 in
dioxane solvent in a dry vial at 80 oC in an oven. The reaction went very fast and a white solid
formed quickly. The solid started to dissolve in DMSO solvent at 180 oC. The solution was
heated until it became clear. When heat was turned off, the white wax like solid formed. It was
dissolved in hexafluoro-2-propanol for NMR measurement.
Cationic polymerization of MDOC (0.523g) was initiated by 6μl of 1.5 mol/L BF3·OEt2 in
dioxane solvent in a dry vial with magnetic stirring at room temperature for 48 hours. The
monomer solution became a gel after reaction. NMR analysis was performed with the gel
product dissolved in CDCl3 solvent. Another polymerization of MDOC monomer was taken with
diethyl ether solvent. 1.5 ml ether solvent (extra dry) was added into 0.361g MDOC solution in a
vial. The vial was evacuated and then filled with nitrogen. Then 11 μl of 0.5 mol/L initiator was
added into the solution to initiate the polymerization. After 1 day at room temperature and
magnetic stirring, ether solvent was evaporated and the product became a gel. NMR analysis of
the product was taken after sample was dried in a vacuum oven at 22 oC for 5 hours.
2.2.2.4 Characterization
2.2.2.4.1 Kinetics of copolymerization monitored by 1H-NMR
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This experiment was carried out in an NMR tube with an inserted DMSO tube as
reference. Typically, 0.409g of trioxane and 0.230g of MDOC were added to the NMR tube at 70
o

C. Then the mixture was initiated by 3μl of 0.5 mol/L BF3·OEt2 in dioxane. The NMR spectra

were obtained at 5 minute intervals.
2.2.2.4.2 Thermal characterization by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
Differential scanning calorimetry experiments were carried out with samples (about 5 mg)
loaded in aluminum pans on a TA instrument calibrated using Indium. The samples were first
heated from 30 oC to 170oC at a rate of 2 oC/min. The samples were then kept at 170 oC for 1
min. The same procedures were repeated a second and third time.

The first heating scan

obtained on the copolymers was reported.
For TGA, about 3 mg of each polymer sample was analyzed for each experiment. The
samples were heated from room temperature to 500 oC at a heating rate of 5 o C/min under
nitrogen atmosphere. At least three measurements were performed on each sample.
2.2.2.4.3 Morphology study by X-ray diffraction
In order to obtain morphology information of this new type of acetal copolymer, Wideangle X-ray diffraction measurement was taken. The Wide-angle X-ray powder diffraction data
were collected on a Bruker diffractometer, using the Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.542 Å). Diffraction
patterns were recorded for 2Ɵ values ranging from 10 o to 40o.

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Characterization of MDOC
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MS and NMR characterization demonstrated the successfully synthesized MDOC. Mass
Spectrometry results of 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane, MDOC is shown as follows:

Figure 2.4. MS Spectrum Peak List of 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane, MDOC.

Figure 2.5. Mass spectrum of 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane, MDOC.
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Figure2. 6. Mass spectrum of 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane, MDOC (Enlarged spectrum from
105m/z-170m/z).
The Mass Spectrometry results clearly identify the molecular weight of 8 -membered ring
MDOC. The theoretical Mass to charge of one MDOC molecule is 131.18. According to the
Mass spectrum, the peak of Mass to charge = 261.2058 shows the weight of two MDOC
molecules together with one proton; the peak of m/z=131.1063 shows major molecule MDOC
with one proton weight.
NMR results and assignments on the purified MDOC monomer are shown as follows:
1

H NMR (CDCl3) in Figure 2.7, δ (ppm): 0.91-0.95 (dd, 3H); 1.44-1.53 (m, 2H); 1.56-1.62 (m,

2H); 1.70-1.79 (m, 1H); 3.46-3.52 (m, 1H); 3.53-3.57 (m, 1H); 3.61-3.66 (m, 2H); 4.62-4.62 (t,
2H);.
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Figure 2.7. 1H NMR (CDCl3) of 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane, MDOC.
13

C NMR (CDCl ) in Figure 2.8. δ (ppm): 20.67; 21.20; 26.30; 27.00; 65.10; 94.33; 94.89.
3

Figure 2.8. 13 C NMR (CDCl3) of 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane, MDOC.
To compare with the product spectra, the 1H NMR and 13 C NMR spectra of starting material
3-methylpentane-1, 5-diol (MPD) are shown as following:
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Figure 2.9. 1H NMR of 3-methylpentane-1, 5-diol.

Figure 2.10. 13C NMR of 3-methylpentane-1, 5-diol.
Comparison of 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra of the starting material, 3-methylpentane-1,
5-diol (MPD), with the spectra from MDOC, a new peak at 4.6 ppm in 1 H NMR spectrum of
MDOC appeared. This peak is from the two protons at C-2 position (‘a’ as shown in the
molecular structure) of the eight-membered ring MDOC, which is not found in the starting MPD
1

H NMR spectrum. This is also confirmed according to 13C NMR spectra. The peak at 95 ppm
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in MDOC spectrum is from the carbon atom at C-2 position in the eight-membered ring MDOC,
while in the starting MPD

13

C NMR spectrum; there is no peak at the same chemical shift.

Besides, after ring closing, peaks between 1.4 ppm to 3.7 ppm changed to multiple peaks in
MDOC 1H NMR spectrum. This is reasonable because after the ring closed, a complex eightmembered ring was formed. Since the eight-membered ring has relatively low torsional barriers
and internal angle strains, it can convert between different conformations, such as boat-boat or
boat-chair.
2-D NMR was studied on the MDOC molecule and result is shown as follows:

e
d

13

C

c

c

b

a

1

H

Figure 2.11. HSQC 2-D NMR of 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane.
Heteronuclear single-quantum correlation spectroscopy (HSQC) 2-D NMR of 6methyl-1, 3-dioxocane (MDOC) is shown in Figure 2.11. This 2-D NMR result further verifies
the structure of MDOC. An eight-membered ring is a complex system, in which the ring can
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convert between different conformations. As found in the spectrum, there are two proton peaks at
‘c’ position and this may be due to different conformations of eight-membered ring. The methyl
group at‘d’ position increases the steric hindrance of the ring and slows the interconversion
between different conformations, leading to a less flexible eight-membered ring system. It may
be because different conformations exist at the same time in NMR time-scale at the ambient
temperature.
Figure 2.12 shows the 1H NMR of the MDOC synthesized by toluene as solvent.

Figure 2.12. 1H NMR (CDCl3 ) spectrum of 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane (toluene solvent).
According to this NMR result, the MDOC is successfully synthesized but there is a small
peak at 4.7 ppm, which is very hard to be removed. It may also be possible that this small peak
comes from different conformations of the eight-membered ring system.
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2.3.2. NMR results of Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane), Polytrioxane and
PolyMDOC
NMR results and assignments of Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane) are as follows:
1

HNMR (DMSO), δ (ppm): 5.50 (bs); 4.50 (s); 4.40 (s); 3.95-3.96 (d); 3.30(m); 1.22-1.27(bm);

1.02-1.06 (bm); 0.50(d).

13

C NMR (CDCl ), δ (ppm): 123.84; 121.97; 120.10; 118.24; 89.35;
3

68.61; 40.84; 36.25

Figure 2.13. 1H spectra of the Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane) copolymer.
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Figure 2.14. 13C spectra of the Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane) copolymer.
Varian 600 at a 13C resonance frequency of 150.869MHz.
The individual homo-polymerization of TOX and MDOC, respectively, is used to compare
with the copolymer to investigate the different properties between the homo and co-polymers.
For synthesis of homo-poly TOX, the reaction is rather easy to carry out. On the other hand, the
synthesis of homo-poly MDOC is more difficult. Good results could not be obtained in the
experiments with or without solvent. It could be that the existence of an impurity in the MDOC
monomer solution kills the initiator or the little amount of H2O in solvent may render the initiator
ineffective.
1

H spectrum of the Poly (trioxane) at 25 oC is shown as follows:
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Figure 2.15. 1H NMR of homo-polyTOX.
1

H NMR spectrum of MDOC homo-polymer is shown in Figure 2.16:

Figure 2.16 1H NMR (CDCl3) of MDOC.
NMR spectrum of Homopoly (MDOC) synthesized in diethyl ether solvent:
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Figure 2.17. 1H NMR (CDCl3) of homo-poly (MDOC) synthesized in diethyl ether.
From the NMR results we can see the polymerization of MDOC was not successful.
Almost no polymerization was taken place. The relatively lower tension of the ring in this eightmembered ring structure makes the ring structure more stable, leading to ring-opening
polymerization more difficult. Another possible reason is that a trace of impurity in the monomer
may kill the initiator which fails the polymerization.
2.3.3. Kinetic copolymerization analyzed by 1H-NMR
The cationic polymerization TOX and MDOC was monitored by 1H NMR. The result is
shown as following:
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Figure 2.18. 1H NMR (300MHz) monitoring of the copolymerization process of trioxane with
MDOC. Black curve is obtained at initial stage of polymerization. Green curve is late stage of
polymerization. Time interval between each spectrum was 20 mins.
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Figure 2.19. Enlarged spectra form 4.0 ppm-6.0 ppm. Peak intensity and shifts are due to
different M and P combination.
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As expected, proton resonances moved to upfield as the ring opening process progressed.
The peaks between 0.5-3.5 ppm are from the counit in co-monomer units. As expected, the
integration and chemical shift of those peaks between 0.5-3.5 ppm did not change much before
and after copolymerization. It is because after the ring opened, the co-unit p was incorporated
into the polymer chain and connected to the –CH2O- unit, which is similar to p in a comonomer
ring combined with a –CH2O- group. So the chemical environment of P unit in the polymer
chain and in the monomer should be almost the same. The peaks at different chemical shifts
between 4.0-5.5 ppm indicated that the different sequences and combinations of the two counits:
-CH 2O- and-CH2CH2CH (CH3) CH2CH2O-. The possible pentad sequences of P and M are:
MMMMM, PMMMM, PMMMP, MPMMM, MPMMP, MPMPM.

Previous work[32] has

established that when M units connect to a co-unit other than M, the M proton chemical shift
will move downfield. In our current case, the more near is M to P, the more chemical shift of
the proton in M unit moves downfield. This is demonstrated in the kinetic NMR results: the
most downfield peak is from the trioxane homopolymer (~MMMMM~). As polymerization
continues, the intensity of proton peak in the TOX homopolymer decreases; on the other hand,
the peak intensity among upfield increases. Besides, in the late stage of polymerization, some
new peaks appear roughly between 4.25 ppm-5.25 ppm. To explain these observations, first it is
because at the early stage of polymerization, the main product is polytrioxane which has
MMMMM sequence at most downfield. Then as the polymerization continues, more comonomer
MDOC ring is opened and incorporated into polymerization, resulted in co-unit P inserting into
MMMMM sequence. By interrupting MMMMM sequence, the insertion of P units not only
reduces intensity of polytrioxane peaks but also makes more upfield peaks appear. Since the
copolymerization is a complicated system, it is difficult to clearly assign all those peaks between
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4.0 ppm-5.5 ppm. A 2-D conductivity study of the acetal copolymer needs to be done to further
assign all those downfield peaks.
2.3.4. Thermal analysis
DSC and TGA analysis were applied to investigate thermal properties of polytrioxane
and poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane) copolymer. Results are shown as follows:
2.3.4.1. DSC analysis
The DSC thermo-grams of polytroxane (synthesized in Section 2.2.2.3) and poly (6methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane) copolymer (M: P=8:1, molar ratio) are displayed in Figure
2.20.
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Figure 2.20. DSC traces of PTOX and Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane) (M: P =8:1
molar ratio).
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As expected, the DSC results show a melting peak with lower melting range for the
copolymers compared with the POM homopolymer. The heat of fusion of the acetal copolymer
is ~153 J/g (M: P =8:1), smaller than that of POM (181-192J/g).[51] These results are reasonable
because insertion of counits, P, interrupts the regular sequence of M units, leading to a less
perfect crystalline polymer.

2.3.4.2. TGA analysis
TGA curves of polytrioxane (PTOX) and copolymer are compared in the following
graph:
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Figure 2.21. TGA curves of PolyTOX and Poly (6-methyl-1, 3 -dioxocane-co-trioxane)
copolymer (M: P=8:1).
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Compared

with

homopolymer

PTOX

(synthesized

in

Section

2.2.2.3),

the

thermalstability of the acetal copolymer Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane) is much
better. At 200oC, almost all of the PTOX sample was decomposed and the weight percentage is
close to zero. At 200oC, the copolymer sample was just started to decompose. Thus, the acetal
copolymer sample has much better thermalstability compared with PTOX. Besides, the TGA
data showed a continuous thermal degradation process of the acetal copolymer, indicating the
characteristics of nearly random copolymers, excluding the possibility of block copolymer or the
mixture of homopolymers.

The extrapolated temperature of the acetal copolymer sample

decomposition curve starts at around 280oC, which is 20~30oC higher than the case for
commercialized end-capped POM, indicating better thermo-stability. Our copolymer samples
have not been subjected to end-group hydrolysis as in the commercial process for acetal
copolymers.
2.3.5. Morphology study
The crystal structure analysis of Polyoxymethylene (POM) was first carried out in the
1960’s. According to the Tadakovo et al,[52,

53]

the POM crystal structure belongs to the

hexagonal crystal family in which the chains are helical and aligned along the c-axis. The POM
crystal system and unit cell dimensions, are summarized in Table 2.1. The unit cell contains one
molecule chain, and there are nine repeat units in one unit cell. The structure period of POM is
shown in Figure 2.22.
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Figure 2.22. View of POM chain in the crystal viewed along and perpendicular to the c-axis of
the crystal with unit cell dimension indicated.[53]
Table 2.1. POM crystal system and unit cell dimensions.
Crystal system

a (Å)

b (Å)

c (Å)

Trigonal (γ=120o)[54]

4.46

4.46

17.51

Hexagonal (γ=120o)[53]

4.47

4.47

17.39

Trigonal (γ=120o)[55]

4.480

4.480

17.514

From the table we can see that in these references, the a, b values (from 4.46 to 4.480;
average is 4.47) and c values (from 17.39 to 17.514; average is 17.47) are in good agreement
with each other. The difference between trigonal and hexagonal systems is the symmetry. A
hexagonal unit cell has C6 symmetry, whereas a trigonal unit cell only has C 3 symmetry.
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Everaert et.al studied the crystal structure of POM/ (PS/PPE) blends using WAXD and
DSC. The WAXD results of POM blended with different fractions of PS/PPE (50/50)
copolymers are shown in Figure 2.23 [55].

Figure 2.23. WAXD spectra for POM/ (PS/PEE) blends. [55]
The two intense peaks are assigned to the (100) lattice plane (d=3.88 Å) (parallel to the
molecular axes) and the (105) lattice plane (d=2.60 Å). As shown in this figure, the intensity of
crystalline reflection is reduced with decreasing content of POM. Besides, the amorphous halo
becomes more significant and broader with increasing copolymer concentration, which means
the size of the POM crystallites decreased.
Lorthioir et.al studied the morphology of POM-based copolymers[48]. They synthesized
POM copolymers of different concentrations using Trioxane and 1, 3-dioxepane. The analysis
was carried out by means of solid-state NMR and WAXD study. The X-ray diffractograms of the
as-synthesized TOX/DXP copolymers obtained for different dioxepane weight fractions are
shown in Figure 2.24 [48].
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Figure 2.24. The X-ray diffractograms of the TOX/DXP copolymers obtained for dioxepane
weight fractions of 3, 10, 20 and 30 wt%. [48]
This diffraction pattern is very similar to the diffraction pattern observed for the
crystalline phase of neat POM[55]. The Bragg diffraction peak at 2θ = 23.25o is assigned as the
(100) lattice plane and 2θ=34.75 o is assigned to (105) plane. The calculation results of unit cell
parameters for TOX/DXP (97/03) sample is: a=b=4.41 Å and c=17.49 Å, which is close to the
reported values for neat POM (a=b=4.46 Å, c=17.51 Å)[54]. As the overall DXP content is
increased from 3 to 30wt%, the crystalline phase of the copolymers remains in hexagonal form.
The amorphous halo increased as the comonomer fraction increased. Similar changes in the
diffraction patterns were obtained for blends in the former reference [55] as shown in Figure 2.23.
This result indicates that crystallites tend to get smaller upon copolymerization and/or blend
formation.
In addition, a shift of the (100) reflection toward lower values of 2θ (larger values of a
and b) is observed as the DXP content increased. The authors explained that insertion of
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tetramethylene oxide units along the POM chains led to an increase in the unit cell volume which
is more significant in the a-b plane, whereas expansion along the c axis is relatively small.
The crystallite sizes can be estimated from the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
the reflections using Scherrer equation: [48, 55]

In this equation, L hkl is the crystallite size perpendicular to the reflecting plane {hkl}, λ is
the wavelength, 2θ is the scattering angle of the diffraction peak, K is Scherrer constant, and
is the line width at half the maximum intensity of the diffraction peak related to the {hkl}
lattice planes, located at a scattering angle of 2θhkl. The insertion of comonomer units into POM
chains induces a decrease of both crystallinity and crystallite size is indicated according to
reference.[48, 55] For the Scherrer constant K, 0.9 will be used.[48, 55] This equation is used in later
part to calculate L100 and L105 of Poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane) (P (MDOC-coTOX)).
Wide angle x-ray diffraction results of the two polymers synthesized for this study,
PTOX and P (MDOC-co-TOX), are compared in Figure 2.25. Silicon powder was used as the
internal reference and its 2θ angle was calibrated to 28.46 o. [56] From the diffractograms we can
see after copolymerization with 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane, the diffraction pattern of the
copolymer is similar to the homopolymer (PTOX), but exhibits small changes characteristic of
copolymerization. The crystal family for this copolymer sample remains in the hexagonal crystal
family. However, after copolymerization, the intensity of Bragg diffraction peak from the (100)
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lattice plane decreased and a broad amorphous halo occurs at lower angular value. This is
consistent with the amorphous halos observed both in Figure 2.23[55] and Figure 2.24[48] as the
comonomer content increased. In addition, the peak of the (100) and (105) planes of the
copolymer shift to lower angle slightly, which is similar to the trend in Figure 2.24. [48]

(100)
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Si
Poly TOX
Poly (MDOC-co-TOX)
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Figure 2.25. X-ray diffractogram of the PTOX homopolymer and Poly (6-methyl-1, 3 dioxocane-co-trioxane) copolymer (M: P=8:1). λ = 1.542 Å.
The observed decreases in the Bragg diffraction peak positions after copolymerization, as
well as the obvious broad amorphous halo in copolymer diffraction pattern, indicate the decrease
of the number and size of crystallites when TOX is copolymerized with MDOC. This is expected
since the five-carbon stopper unit inserted along the polyoxymethlene chains should disturb the
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chain regularity and act as microstructural defects, similar to the effects observed upon
copolymerization of TOX with DXP or blended with PS/PEE.
For a hexagonal lattice, α=β=90 o, γ=120o, a=b≠c. According to 2θ information, together
with Bragg’s law and Scherrer equation, the lattice cell parameters of PTOX and P(MDOC-coTOX) copolymer are calculated and compared in the following Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. Unit cell parameters and estimated crystalline size of PTOX and P(MDOC-co-TOX)
crystallites calculated from WAXD experiments.
Lattice

2Ɵ

d-spacing

FWHMa

a

B

c

L

(o)

(Å)

(o)

(Å)

(Å)

(Å)

(Å)

22.92

3.881

0.392

plane

(100)
PTOX

204.09b
4.482

4.482

17.72

(105)

34.25

2.617

1.273

63.08c

P(MDOC-

(100)

22.64

3.927

0.519

152.51

co-TOX)

(105)

34.14

2.626

1.584

a

4.534

4.534

17.66
50.28

FWHM (full width at half-maximum) is derived from fitting Bragg diffraction peaks using

Gaussian functions.
b

L100 is the size of the crystallites in a direction perpendicular to the molecular axes

(perpendicular to c). [57]
c

L105 is the size of the crystallite parallel to the molecular axes. [57]
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Compared the unit cell dimensions a, b and c of synthesized PTOX with the values of
POM from references (Table 2.1.), a, b and c values in our case (4.482Å, 4.482Å, 17.72Å) are
similar to those of the references (4.47Å, 4.47Å, 17.39; [53] 4.46Å, 4.46Å, 17.51Å; [54] 4.480Å,
4.480Å, 17.514Å [55]). Silicon powder was used to calibrate the 2θ angle peak positions (use of
the internal silicon standard resulted in a shift in d-spacing of less than or equal to 0.5%).
From Table 2.2. we can see that the d100 spacing, and the a & b unit cell parameters, in
the PTOX crystal lattice are slightly smaller than those of P(MDOC-co-TOX), as expected based
on prior work. [48] By addition of 35 wt% of MDOC, the a dimension increased by 1.16%. A
similar trend is observed in reference, [48] where the a dimension increased by 1.49% when the
concentration of DXP increased from 3 wt% to 30 wt%. The volume of the hexagonal unit cell
of PTOX homopolymer is about 924.78Å3; which is smaller than for the copolymer unit cell
(943.2Å3). This result shows that the introduction of five-carbon units into POM chain leads to
an increase in the unit cell volume by 2%. Secondly, comparing the crystallite size in the PTOX
and copolymer samples, we can see that L100 crystallite size of the PTOX is about 25% larger
than that of the copolymer. In the case of L 105, the difference is slightly less than in the 100
direction (PTOX crystals are 20% larger (13 Å) in c direction). The crystallite size along c axis
shrinks by about 20% after copolymerization, to only about 3 unit cell lengths, which is very thin
and so the crystal may be limited to only (or primarily) oxymethylene groups as previously
reported[48]. These authors also determined that most of the comonomer moieties were expelled
from the crystal and were mainly located in the amorphous regions.
To conclude, our observations and unit cell parameters suggest that the MDOC units
inserted along the POM homopolymer chains induce a limitation of the crystallization process,
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and decreases both the degree of crystallinity as well as the size of the crystallites. This is
observed by a characteristic shift of the lattice parameters observed by WAXD.
2.3.6. Transacetalization
In cationic copolymerization of cyclic acetals, the process of transacetalization

[58]

plays

a dominating role in determining the sequence distribution of the couints. Efficient
transacetalization leads to random placement of stopper units, resulting in a copolymer with a
high level of thermal stability. The higher the basicity of the oxygen atoms of the counits, the
more prevailing is the transacetalization process. Thus, copolymerization cannot be analyzed by
using the conventional method, e.g. Mayo and Lewis model,[59] because all propagation reactions
are reversible and propagation is accompanied by chain transfer to polymer through
transacetalization. The initial composition of copolymer and the distribution of units are
continuously changing due to transacetalization. In our case, the new stopper unit P can be
expected to facilitate a high level of transacetalization in the copolymerization process. This
leads to efficient randomization of co-units to give a copolymer with excellent thermal stability.
The growing chain end with positive charge has a greater tendency to react with more “basic”
oxygen of the stopper unit than that in the POM block, –(CH2O) n–.

By interrupting the

MMMMM sequence, the insertion of P led to the appearance of more upfield peaks..
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Figure 2.26. Proposed transacetalization in the copolymerization process.

2.4. Conclusion
The first synthesis of cyclic acetal monomer 6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane (MDOC) has been
accomplished using a ring-closure reaction. Mass Spectrometry and 1H NMR,

13

C NMR and

HSQC 2D NMR established the structure of this new molecule. Multiple peaks from MDOC
NMR spectra reflect the different conformations and their interconversion of the eight-membered
ring structure. This novel acetal comonomer with a five - carbon “stopper” unit in the polyacetal
copolymer backbone can provide backbone oxygen with high basicity conducive for
transacetalization. This new acetal monomer has the potential advantage of producing an acetal
copolymer with better stopper distribution, and thus macromolecules with excellent thermostability.
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This innovative monomer was successfully copolymerized with trioxane to produce a
new and novel polyacetal copolymer, poly (6-methyl-1, 3-dioxocane-co-trioxane). DSC and
TGA characterizations show the copolymer has a high level of the thermal stability compared
with homopolymer PTOX, thus can be used in more demanding environments. The crystal
structure of this novel copolymer was examined by WAXD. The crystallite size was found to be
lower than that of homopolymer. Diffraction patterns alas provide supporting evidence for
comonomer incorporation. The labile pendant methyl hydrogen of the new copolymer could
allow for facile modification of POM properties for a variety of applications.
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Chapter 3. TiO2-Polymer Nanocomposite Films for Photocatalytic
Applications

3.1. Introduction
Titanium dioxide has been extensively studied over the past decades because of its low
cost and efficient photocatalytic properties. However TiO 2 composites typically exhibit low
reactivity as most TiO2 particles are embedded in the matrix. In this Chapter, a new type of
TiO2-polymer nanocomposite film was fabricated and characterized with the goal of increasing
the availability of TiO2 particles on the surface. By varying the fabrication conditions, the
surface structure and concentration of TiO 2 could be controlled. The quantity and location of
TiO2 nanoparticles in the composites were determined by TGA, XPS, SEM and AFM.
Photodegradation of a dye solution on the surfaces was studied as a function of preparation
conditions.
3.1.1. TiO2 Photocatalysis mechanism
When in 1972, Fujishima and Honda discovered the photocatalytic splitting of water on
titanium dioxide (TiO2) electrodes; it began a new era in heterogeneous catalysis. Over the past
decades, the use of TiO2 as a semiconducting heterogeneous photocatalyst for the
photodegradation of organic pollutants has been extensively investigated. The material is nontoxic, inexpensive, and chemically stable over a wide pH range. [1-8] By capturing the portion of
the solar energy spectrum higher than 3.2 ev (wavelengths lower than 388 nm) , positive holes
and negative electrons can be generated on TiO2 particle surfaces.[2] The positive hole will
oxidize H2O to generate hydroxyl radicals and the negative electron will reduce O 2 to form super
oxides: [9]
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The radicals formed in the above process are powerful oxidation agents, which can
oxidize a wide range of organic molecules (e.g. pollutants) to carbon dioxide, water and other
mineralized products. It is well known that synthetic dye wastes, resulting from clothing
manufacturing processes, can cause serious water pollution even at low concentrations.[10–12] To
remove the dyes from water is a challenging task as most standard oxidizing agents used for
water purification (e.g. sodium hypochlorite) cannot degrade these chemically stable conjugated
dyes.

Since hydroxide and superoxide radicals can degrade these dyes, the photocatalytic

technique could be important for this purpose. In this chapter, dye solutions are used to represent
organic pollutants for testing the photodegradation efficiency of nanocomposite films.
3.1.2. Preparation of TiO2 -Polymer nanocomposite films
There are many literature reports on the use of TiO2 catalysts. Photocatalysis using TiO2
is considered a promising way to achieve complete decomposition of dyes.[13]

The most

common method used is to disperse TiO 2 particles into the waste solution and stir.[3-6] This
method gives efficient degradation rates, yet the TiO 2 particles are hard to recover and reuse,
which makes the process not economically feasible. In some studies, a film with TiO2 deposited
on the surface was prepared by dip-coating or spray-coating a dispersion of particles in a matrix.
[7,8]

The drawback of this method is that the particles have low adhesion to the surface and are

easily removed.

Besides, the particles, which are embedded in the matrix, will lower the
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catalytic efficiency. Considering the above challenges, a lamination fabrication method was
developed to fabricate a new type of TiO2 -polymer (polyethylene, PE) nanocomposite film. This
TiO2-PE nanocomposite film is fabricated and characterized with the goal of increasing the
availability of TiO2 nanoparticles on the surface.
The technical approach taken to fabricate TiO 2 -PE nanocomposite films with enhanced
catalytic activity are based on the following goals:
1. Increase availability of TiO2 on the surface. A lamination press is used to fabricate this
new type TiO2 -PE film. A layer of TiO2 nanoparticles is spread underneath a sheet of PE film on
a metal plate. Heat and pressure are applied to the system. At a temperature higher than the
melting point of PE, PE molecules flow and infiltrate into the pores of the TiO2 layer. This
process results in a layer of TiO2 particles partially embedded into the PE surface. This method
provides high availability of TiO2 on the surface, which could increase the catalytic efficiency in
photooxidation process.
2. Minimize the quantity of TiO2 used. The fabrication temperature and pressure can be
controlled to insure that most of the particles are on the surface instead of buried in the polymer
matrix, thus minimizing the amount of TiO2 used.
3. Enhance the adhesion of the TiO2 nanoparticles on the surface. The TiO2 nanoparticles
can form agglomerates with random shapes and sizes of 100-200 nm. As the PE melt infiltrates
into the particles upon heating, it can mechanically bind a portion of the agglomerates to achieve
good adhesion, while the remainder of the agglomerate is uncoated and exposed on the surface.
4. Compatible with any type of TiO2 nanoparticles. The synthesis of modified TiO2
nanoparticles, where the band gap energy is reduced, is an active area of research. The lower
band gap would enable a larger portion of the visible spectrum to be used, thus increasing the
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efficiency of the photocatalysis. The lamination method described here would be compatible
with all types of particles, including modified TiO2 particles. [14] as well as TiO2 nanoparticles
that are currently being manufactured in large volumes.
5. Low-cost. PE is selected as the polymer substrate, because it is an inexpensive and
commercial available material. The P25 grade of TiO2 from Evonik was chosen because it is a
standard type of TiO2 nanoparticle, which is the most frequently used according to the
photocatalysis literature. It is also commercially available at relatively low cost.
The photocatalytic property of this TiO 2 -PE film was investigated. The TiO2-PE film
was used to degrade Rhodamine B which was selected as the probe molecule because it is widely
studied, easy to characterize by UV-vis spectroscopy, and highly soluble in water and organic
solvents. In addition, crystal violet, methylene blue and basic fucshin dyes (Scheme 3.1) were
also used to study the photocatalytic properties of the TiO2 -PE film. Degradation of the dye was
monitored by UV-visible absorption spectroscopy.

Rodamine B

Methylene blue

Crystal violet

Fuchsin

Scheme 3.1. Structure of Rodamine B, Crystal violet, Methylene blue and Fuchsin.
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Both UV lamp irradiation and sunlight irradiation was investigated for the degradation of
dyes. Different reaction setups were designed. A special plastic bag was fabricated with one
inner side coated by the TiO2-PE film to use as the container for photo-oxidation of dye solutions
under sunlight. The efficient, portable, reusable, and low-cost TiO2 nanocomposite catalysis
system provides a sustainable approach to dye degradation.

All materials are commercial

available and environment friendly. No secondary contamination will be created.

3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Approach
To increase the availability of TiO2 on the surface and minimize the amount of TiO 2
particles used, a lamination process was developed. The process temperature and pressure were
varied to control the polymer flow into a TiO2 nanoparticle layer and thus control the amount of
particles dispersed in the bulk film and partially embedded on the polymer film surface.
Characterization tools including Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM), X-ray Photoelecton Spectroscopy (XPS) and Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) were used to determine film composition and surface topography.

3.2.2. Fabrication of TiO2-PE nanocomposite films
The lamination press is shown in Figure 3.1a.

P25 TiO2 nanoparticles from Evonik

(diameter ≈ 25nm) were selected because they are widely used and relatively low-cost. Ultra
high molecular weight Polyethylene (UHMW PE500 manufactured by Saint-Gobain) film with a
thickness of 500 μm (0.02’’) was used as the polymer substrate. A thin layer of TiO2 particles
was spread on a mold and covered by a piece of 2’’× 3’’ size PE film. The mold was put in
between two metal plates in the lamination press, and then temperature and pressure were
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applied to the system (Figure 3.1b). Temperature was set to a value higher than the UHMW PE
melting point (133oC) in order to lower PE film viscosity such that it could flow. Under high
temperature and pressure, the PE polymer melted and flowed into the TiO2 particle layer causing
TiO2 particles to become encapsulated within the polymer matrix as well as partially embedded
on the polymer surface leaving a portion of the particles exposed on the surface. After cooling to
room temperature, excess, non-adhered, TiO2 particles were removed by blowing the surface
with compressed air. The TiO2 -PE nanocomposite films were washed with distilled water and
dried at 65oC for 2 hours before use. For photocatalytic experiments, each film was put in water
for 24 hours to improve the photocatalytic efficiency.[14] The water treatment can modulate the
surface chemistry and electronic structure of TiO2 and promote the ability of TiO2 to catalyze
dyes excited by visible-light irradiation.[14] By varying the fabrication conditions, the surface
structure and concentration of TiO2 nanoparticles could be controlled. Fabrication temperature
variables were 154oC, 160oC, 166oC, 171oC and 177oC. Fabrication pressures were applied in a
step-wise sequential manner. Initial pressure was set as 3.3 psi, which was gradually increased to
8.3 psi, 16.7 psi and finally 33.3 psi. The 1 step pressure was 3.3 psi. The 2 step pressures were
3.3 psi and then increased the pressure to 33.3 psi. The 3 steps were first 3.3 psi, 16.7 psi and
33.3 psi. The 4 steps were 3.3 psi, 8.3 psi, 16.7 psi and 33.3 psi. Lamination time for each
pressure step was 20 min. The quantity and location of TiO2 nanoparticles in the composites
were determined by TGA, XPS, SEM.
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Figure 3.1 (a) Lamination press

(b) TiO2 -polymer nano-composite fabrication setup.

To study the morphology of the TiO2 -PE interface, the TiO2 particles were etched away.
Approximately 1 cm2 pieces of nanocomposite film were cut and placed into 49 % HF acid for 6
hours.

Samples were removed after 15 min, 30 min, 60 min and 6 hours of etching. Sample

film pieces were washed using distilled water and then dried at 70 °C for 3 hours. TiO2 and
polyethylene interface surfaces, both as-prepared and after removing TiO 2 particles by HF, were
examined by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The total weight concentration of TiO 2 in
the film was determined by Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). To examine the complete
removal of TiO2 after etching, X-ray Photoelecton Spectroscopy (XPS) was performed. Surface
roughness before and after etching was quantified by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
3.2.3. Photocatalysis experiments
To investigate the photocatalytic efficiency of the TiO 2 -PE nanocomposite films, several
photo-oxidation experiments were conducted. Two light sources were used: indoor UV lamp
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and outdoor sunlight irradiation. Different reaction setups were designed: bulk solution (film
stand inside a beaker), cuvette, plastic water bag and plastic boxes with bottom inner side coated
by TiO2 -PE film. Four different water-soluble dyes were selected for testing: Rhodamine B,
methylene blue, crystal violet and basic fuchsin.
(A) Photooxidation of Rhodamine B solution using indoor UV lamp irradiation
Two reaction setups were used to test the film catalytic efficiency: a beaker with 100 ml
bulk dye solution and a cuvette with 3 ml of solution (Figure 3.2). The beaker reaction set up is
shown in Figure 3.2a, where a Rhodamine B solution (100 ml, 10 mg/L) was added into a 250
ml beaker. Inside the beaker, a round piece of TiO2 -PE nanocomposite film with diameter of 45
mm (15.9 cm2) was adhered onto a PMMA stand using double-sided tape. The solution was
stirred with a magnetic stirrer to circulate the reactants over the catalytic surface continuously
during the reaction. The UV irradiation source was a BlueWave 200 UV curing spot lamp. A
liquid UV light guide (5 mm × 1.5 m) was brought into the system at an incident angle of 90°.
UV irradiation power was set to 12 mW/cm2 to completely illuminate the 15.9 cm2 area of the
film. Stirring rate was set to 1500 rpm to maintain uniform dye molecule concentration across
the film. The solution was magnetically stirred in the dark for 30 min prior to irradiation to
establish an equilibrium adsorption concentration of dye molecules on the catalyst surface. The
solution was exposed under the UV light for 6 hours. A sample of the solution (1 mL) was
collected every hour for UV-vis measurement. The photodegradation of Rhodamine B was
determined by recording the intensity of 554 nm peak. The adsorption was quantified using a
standard calibration curve based on Beer-Lambert’s law.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.2. (a). Solution experiment setup. (b). Cuvette experiment setup.
The photodegradation experiments were also conducted in a polymethacrylate cuvette
with four clear sides using an Ocean Optics USB 4000 spectrometer system for real-time UV-vis
measurements. A section of film, 1 cm × 3 cm in size, was cut and adhered to one inner side of
the cuvette using double-sided tape. The Rhodamine B solution (3ml, 10 mg/L) was added to the
cuvette, which was placed into the Ocean Optics USB 4000 cuvette holder. The UV light source
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(Dymax BlueWave 200) power density was set to 12 mW/cm2 on 1 cm2 of TiO2 -PE catalytic
surface. The output spectrum of the UV lamp is shown below (Figure 3.3):
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Figure 3.3. Output spectrum of the Dymax BlueWave 200 UV lamp.
The light intensity was measured using a Dymax ACCU-CAL-50 UV intensity meter
(wavelength range: UV-A 320-390 nm). A magnetic stirrer (2 mm diameter × 8 mm long) was
put into the cuvette to circulate the dye solution. The solution was magnetically stirred in the
dark for 30 min prior to irradiation to establish an equilibrium adsorption concentration of dye
molecules on the catalyst surface. The solution was then exposed under the UV light for 2.5
hours. The 554 nm peak was monitored in-situ. Data was stored every 30 seconds.

(B) Photooxidation of dye solution in outdoor experiments
Outdoor experiments were carried out in order to investigate the photocatalytic efficiency
of the TiO2 -PE nanocomposite film, as a function of lamination temperature, using sunshine as
the irradiation light source. Cuvettes with TiO2 -PE catalytic surface adhered on one side of inner
surfaces (as described above in Figure 3.2b) were prepared as the photcatalytic reactors. The
surfaces were prepared under different fabrication temperatures: 154oC, 160oC, 163oC, 166oC,
168oC, 171oC, 177oC. All the films were fabricated under same lamination conditions (4 steps:
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3.3 psi, 8.3 psi, 16.7 psi and 33.3 psi) and same fabrication time (80 min). Into each cuvette, 3ml
of 10 mg/L Rhodamine B solution was added. The opening of the cuvettes was sealed with
PMMA (1cm2) and Oatey PVC cement adhesive to prevent water evaporation. The cuvettes
were placed vertically on an outdoor south-facing windowsill during the day time for 10 hours
on sunny days (July 12-16, 2012). Cuvettes were collected for UV-vis measurement every one
hour. A cuvette without TiO2 -PE surface in it was used as a control. The UV light intensity
from sunlight was monitored by Dymax ACCU-CAL-50 UV intensity meter. During the time
period that the cuvette was placed outside, the sunlight intensity was recorded in a range from 1
mW/cm2 to 3 mW/cm2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4 (a) Four-clear sided cuvette. (b). Plastic bag (2’’ × 3’’) with one inner side coated by
TiO2-PE nanocomposite film.
To further investigate the utilization of sunlight as the irradiation light source, plastic
bags were prepared with one inner side lined with a TiO 2-PE nanocomposite film. The film size
was 2’’ × 3’’. A Nasco whirl-pak bag (2’’ × 4’’), shown in Figure 3.4b, was selected because of
its high optical transparency. The transmission spectrum of this plastic bag is shown in Figure
3.5. In UV-vis wavelength range, more than 70% of the light could be transmitted through the
bag. The surface fabricated at 177 °C with a 4-step pressure treatment was adhered to the inner
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side of the Nasco bag. A 20 ml sample of 10 mg/L Rodamine B stock solution was added into
the plastic bag. The plastic bag was put outside horizontally for three hours on a sunny day in
June beginning at 10 am. A sample of the solution (1 ml) was collected every one hour for UVvis measurement. The bag was kept indoors when the 1ml sample was measured by UV-vis
spectroscopy.

The sample solution was poured back into the plastic bag after UV-vis

measurement.
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Figure 3.5. Transmission spectrum of one layer of Nasco whirl-pak bag.
Crystal violet, methylene blue, basic fuchsin and a mixture of the three dyes were also
used for investigation. Three pure dye solutions (for each dye: 20 ml of a 10 mg/L solution) and
one mixture of the three dyes (20 ml total volume; concentration of each dye was 5 mg/L) were
prepared and added into the plastic bags. On a sunny day (March 27, 2012) at 10 am
(temperature: 45-50°F, sunlight power density: 1-3mW/cm2), sample bags were put outside and
exposed to sunlight for 3 hours.
To examine the effect of solution depth on photooxidation rate, a rigid plastic box was
also used as the reaction container (1-1/4’’ × 1-1/4’’ × 1-1/4’’, in Figure 3.6). A sample of the
10 mg/L Rhodamine B solution was used as the probe solution.

The experiments were

conducted in 4 plastic boxes, where the bottom inside surface was coated with the TiO 2-PE
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nanocomposite films (177 °C, 4steps). The liquid layer depth was controlled by adding different
amounts of solution such that a depth of 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.5 cm, 2.0 cm deep solution was
achieved in each of the four plastic boxes. The boxes were put outside on the ground for six
hours in a sunny day beginning at 9 am (Nov. 1, 2012). A 1 ml sample solution from each box
was collected every one hour for UV-vis measurement. The water boxes were not exposed to
sunlight during the measurement. The sample solution was poured back into the boxes after
measurement.

Figure 3.6. Plastic box for controlled thickness experiments.

3.3 Results and discussions
3.3.1 Characterization of TiO2 PE films
The TiO2 -PE nanocomposite film is shown in Figure 3.7. The white layer on the surface
is composed of TiO2 nanoparticles. As shown in the picture, this film is very flexible and light
weight. To further characterize the quantity and location of TiO 2 nanoparticles in the film, TGA,
XPS, SEM, AFM were used.

Figure 3.7. TiO2 -PE nanocomposite film
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The different fabrication pressure steps were applied because the starting lower pressure
allowed PE to melt and infiltrate into a loose particle layer of TiO2 nanoparticles. At lower
pressures, there are more voids between particles for the polymer to fill in.

As pressure

increased, the particle layer became more compact and could prevent the polymer from further
infiltration, which would reduce the amount of particles embedded in the film. This approach is
designed to fabricate films with TiO2 particles coated primarily onto the surface while
minimizing the quantity of particles that become fully embedded.
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was performed to study the concentration of TiO 2
nanoparticles in the nanocomposite films.

Approximately 10 mg sample was cut for each

measurement. Samples were heated from 30 °C to 800 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under
N2 or air atmosphere. At 800 °C, polyethylene was completely decomposed, leaving only TiO2
nanoparticles (Figure 3.8a). No significant difference was found between air and nitrogen
atmospheres. TGA data quantified the total particle concentration in the film, including particles
on the surface and those buried in the polymer matrix. Table 3.1 summarizes the TGA results of
nanocomposite films fabricated under different conditions.
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Table 3.1. Effect of temperature and pressure/time on TiO 2 concentration in nanocomposite
films.
Temperature
(oC)

Pressure steps

Time

(psi)

(min)

TiO2 weight
concentration by TGA
(%)

154

33.3

20

0.56

154

3.3/33.3

40

0.63

154

3.3/16.7/33.3

60

1.45

154

3.3/8.3/16.7/33.3

80

1.59

160

3.3/8.3/16.7/33.3

80

3.38

166

33.3

20

1.46

166

3.3/33.3

40

1.85

166

3.3/16.7/33.3

60

2.35

166

3.3/8.3/16.7/33.3

80

4.68

171

33.3

20

1.12

171

3.3/33.3

40

2.46

171

3.3/16.7/33.3

60

4.33

171

3.3/8.3/16.7/33.3

80

7.26

177

3.3/16.7/33.3

60

7.37

177

3.3/8.3/16.7/33.3

80

12.85
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Data from Table 3.1 are plotted in Figure 3.8b. From these data, we can see that by
varying fabrication temperature, pressure and time, the total TiO2 concentration can be controlled
from 0.5% to > 12%. As shown by following the plots in Figure 3.8b, with fabrication pressure
and time held constant, higher temperature resulted in films with higher TiO 2 concentration.
This is because at higher temperature, polyethylene films have lower viscosity and better
fluidity, which allows the polymer to infiltrate deeper into the TiO 2 particle layer, leading to
more TiO2 buried in the polymer matrix. This effect is relatively weak when high pressure (33.3
psi) is applied directly (low slope), but becomes more significant when the press is ramped
slowly over 4 steps. On the other hand, with the fabrication temperature held constant, more
pressure steps (longer fabrication time) also creates films with higher TiO2 concentration because
higher pressure forces the polymer to infiltrate into the particle layer more deeply thereby
encapsulating more nanoparticles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8 (a) TGA curve of a TiO2 -PE composite film (film fabricated at 166 °C, 3 steps). Final
TiO2 concentration is 2.35%. (b) Effect of temperature and pressure/time on TiO 2 concentration
in nanocomposite film.
Only the TiO2 nanoparticles on the surface can be activated by UV light, absorb and
decompose organic compounds. In this way, to study the film surface chemistry is crucial. XPS
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is a good approach for this purpose. Generally, XPS spectra are obtained by irradiating a
material with a beam of X-rays while simultaneously measuring the kinetic energy and number
of electrons that escape from the top 1 to 10 nm of the material being analyzed.[15] The spectrum
in Figure 3.9a is a survey scan of a TiO2 -PE film (166oC, 4steps). The effect of fabrication
temperature on XPS results are plotted in Figure 3.9b. The relative atomic concentration of the
individual elements are calculted from the following equation:

Where Ai is photoelectron peak area of the element i; Si is sensitivity factor for the element i and
m is the number of elements measured.[16]

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9 (a). XPS sample survey scan (Film: 166 oC, 4steps). (b) Surface Ti/C ratio vs
fabrication temperature (Films: 4steps; same fabrication time).
The areas under the Ti2p and C1s peaks were measured to investigate the TiO 2
concentration on TiO2 -PE nanocomposite film surface and the results were plotted in Figure
3.9b. On the film surface, carbon is mainly from UHMW PE film. The comparison of Ti/C
from different surfaces indicates the relative amount of TiO 2 present on the film surfaces. If the
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Ti/C is high, it indicates there is more TiO 2 particles present on the surface compared the low
Ti/C ratio surface. From Figure 3.9b, as the fabrication temperature increased, the surface Ti/C
ratio decreased. This is because at higher temperatures, polyethylene has higher mobility and
can infiltrate deeper into small voids formed by TiO 2 nanoparticles. As polymer viscosity
decreases, more polyethylene infiltrates into the nanoparticles layer and becomes detectable on
the film surface. Even though more TiO 2 particles become fully embedded into the polymer
matrix at high temperatures, a lower Ti/C ratio on the nanocomposite film surface was observed.
Conversely, at lower temperatures, polyethylene has a higher viscosity and lower mobility. The
low mobility of polymer reduces the ability of nanoparticles to become fully embed into polymer
matrix. Similarly, less polymer is able to flow between particles and become observable at the
surface. As a result, a higher Ti to C ratio is found at lower fabrication temperatures.

Figure 3.10. TGA and XPS results plotted as a function of fabrication temperature of TiO 2 -PE
nanocomposite films (Films were fabricated at 154 oC, 160 oC, 166oC, 171 oC, 177 oC with 4
pressure steps).
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TGA and XPS data from films prepared by a 4 steps lamination process using the same
fabrication time but different temperatures is summarized and presented in Figure 3.10 (TGA
data in Figure 3.10 is the same data as Figure 3.9). With increasing lamination temperature, the
total TiO2 concentration increased and the surface Ti/C ratio decreased. Correspondingly, at
lower fabrication temperatures, the total TiO 2 concentration decreased and surface Ti/C ratio
increased. The aim is to optimize fabrication conditions in order to prepare surfaces with higher
photocatalytic efficiency and availability of TiO 2 on the surface. Higher total TiO 2 concentration
does not guarantee higher surface TiO2 concentration, however, since the majority of particles
can be fully encapsulated in the polymer matrix. Similarly, a higher surface Ti/C ratio does not
necessarily mean higher absolute number of TiO 2 particles on the surface. Details of the surface
morphology have a significant impact on accessible TiO 2 surface area and thus catalytic activity.
Figure 3.11 shows SEM images of nanocomposite films fabricated at different
temperatures but using same pressure steps. As shown in the images, the film surfaces are very
rough with TiO2 nanoparticle agglomerates available at the surface. The roughness with large
number of TiO2 nanoparticles on the surface provides high surface contact area of TiO 2 particles,
which could lead to high catalysis efficiency. As fabrication temperature increases, the surface
becomes more rough (compare Figure 3.11c and Figure 3.11a).
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Figure 3.11 SEM images of as-prepared surfaces fabricated at same pressure steps under
different temperatures: (a) 154°C, (b) 160°C, (c) 177°C.
Although these SEM images provide an indication of surface topography, they cannot
reveal the presence of PE on the surface. To provide insight into the polyethylene morphology at
the nanocomposite film surface, SEM was used to visualize the TiO 2 and polyethylene interface
before and after etching TiO2 particles. TiO2 particles were removed by etching in 49% HF acid
to reveal the underlying PE structure. Figure 3.12 shows the SEM images of TiO2 -PE film
fabricated at 154 °C before and after etching. The surface before etching is primarily composed
of TiO2 nanoparticles. After 30 mins of etching, most TiO2 particles were removed. Surfaces
became more porous and voids are revealed. Small voids (~100 nm) resulted from etching away
individual agglomerates of nanoparticles, while large voids (~5 μm) resulted from etching away
groups of agglomerates. The PE that flowed around TiO2 agglomerates appears as ridges and
walls surrounding the voids.
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Figure 3.12. SEM images (5000×) of films before and after etching.

Figure 3.13 shows SEM images of films at different etching times. Before etching, all
the TiO2 particles are observed as aggregates on the surface. After 15 mins etching, most of the
TiO2 particles were removed, leaving voids on the surface. Qualitatively, the surface structure
did not change after etching for more than 15 minutes. The samples were taken from same piece
of film but from different areas for each of the etching steps.

Figure 3.13. SEM images (1000×) of films after different etching times (Film: 154oC, 4steps).
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After etching TiO2 particles, the SEM images of films fabricated at the same pressure
steps (4 steps) and time (80 mins) but different temperatures (154 oC, 160 oC, 166 oC, 171 oC, 177
o

C) are shown in Figure 3.14. In the films fabricated at lower temperature, the polymer and

particle interfaces are more porous. This is because at lower temperature, higher viscosity limits
polyethylene flow. Melted polymer infiltrates into the top layer TiO2 aggregates gaps without
moving further. Thus, at lower temperatures a film with large number of small and shallow
voids can be observed after etching. When the temperature increases, polyethylene has better
mobility and can infiltrate deeper into the particle layer enveloping more particles. After etching
particles away, large, deep cracks are revealed. These results are consistent with TGA results,
which indicate films prepared at higher fabrication temperatures have higher weight
concentration of TiO2 particles.

Figure 3.14 SEM images of films after etching. Films are fabricated at different temperature
with same pressure steps and same fabrication time.
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To demonstrate the removal of TiO 2 by etching, XPS analysis was used. Figure 3.15
shows XPS spectra of the film surface as a function of HF etch time. The strong Ti peaks shown
in the initial sample are significantly reduced after 15 minutes and completely eliminated after 6
hours of HF etching; only O and C were detected. AFM images shown in Figure 3.16 also
demonstrate that the surface becames rougher after HF etching. Before etching, RMS was 61 nm
and after etching the RMS was 194 nm.

Figure 3.15. XPS spectra of films before and after HF etching. (Film: 154oC, 4steps ). Right:
enlarged spectra from 464 ev to 450 ev.

Figure 3.16. 3D AFM images of surface before and after etching (Film: 166 oC, 1 step).
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3.3.2. Photooxidation of dye solution using indoor UV irradiation – Rhodamine B dye
experiments
Films fabricated at different temperatures were used to photooxidize Rhodamine B
solutions using UV irradiation to study the effect of fabrication temperature on photocatalytic
efficiency using both beaker and cuvette setups. For the film fabricated at 166 oC (1 pressure
step), the UV spectra of Rhodamine B after each hour of UV light exposure in a beaker setup is
shown in Figure 3.17a and the solution color after each hour is shown in Figure 3.17b. The
Rhodamine B peak at 554nm decreased as UV light irradiation time increased. As irradiation
time passed, the dye solution color became less intense due to the degradation of dye molecules.
After 6 hours of UV irradiation, the solution was almost colorless.

2.0

0h
UV on 1h
UV on 2h
UV on 3h
UV on 4h
UV on 5h
UV on 6h

Absorbance

1.5

1.0

0h

0.5

1h

2h

3h

4h

5h

6h

0.0
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500
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600

650

Wavelength (nm)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.17 (a) UV-vis absorbance spectra of Rhodamine B catalyzed by TiO 2 -PE film
fabricated at 166 °C (1 pressure step). (b) Rhodomine B solution samples after different hours
UV irradiation.

The Rhodamine B peak at 554 nm decays follows a first order mechanism.

The

degradation rate constant is calculated using the equation:
lnA= -kt + lnA0
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where A is the absorbance, A0 is the initial absorbance and k is the rate constant.
For the above experiment, the rate constant was calculated by plotting the natural log of
absorbance vs UV irradiation time. The rate constant k in this case is 0.59 and R2 is 0.98. The
plot is shown as following:

Figure 3.18. Linear fit of lnA vs UV irradiation time.

Experiments were conducted to investigate how the fabrication temperature affects the
rate of Rhodamine B degradation. Five films fabricated at the same pressure steps (4 steps) but
at different temperatures (154 oC, 160 oC, 166 oC, 171 oC, 177 oC) were used. The Rhodamine B
peak degradation rate constants using the beaker setup and the cuvette setup were calculated and
plotted in Figure 3.19a and b. These plots are normalized by the ratio of photooxidation
reaction rate to the total TiO2 weight concentration from TGA data as a function of fabrication
temperature. The normalized data are shown in Figure 3.19c and d.
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Figure 3.19. Photocatalytic reaction rate and normalized rate as a function of film fabrication
temperature (a and c are beaker setup; b and d are cuvette setup; the normalized rates in c and d
are the ratio of photocatalytic reaction rate to total TiO2 weight concentration in the film from
TGA).
The results showed that in both setups, the films fabricated at higher temperature have
lower catalytic efficiency, while films prepared under lower temperature have higher catalytic
efficiency. From the XPS and TGA data of the TiO 2 -PE film prepared at these conditions
(Figure 3.11), as the fabrication temperature increased, the total TiO 2 concentration increased
while the surface Ti/C atomatic ratio decreased. The Rhodamine B degradation rates were higher
in cuvette setup compared with beaker setup. This is because the volume of the solution to the
surface area of the film in cuvette setup is lower (1.2 mL/cm 2) than that of beaker setup (6.3
mL/cm2).
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The photooxidation efficiency of films fabricated at the same temperature but different
pressure steps was also investigated. Rhodamine B degradation rate constants on the films
fabricated at 166oC, prepared using different steps, were calculated and plotted in Figure 3.20.
From this figure, we can see that film fabricated at 3 steps (3.3 psi, 16.7 psi and 33.3 psi) had
highest degradation efficiency. The films prepared with the fewest pressure steps (1 & 2 step)
exhibited the slowest rates whereas the sample prepared with 4 steps exhibited an intermediate
photocatalytic rate.

Figure 3.20. Rate constant as a function of fabrication steps (166 oC).
Based on the above results, the following model to explain the interaction between film
structure and catalytic activity is shown in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21. Structure models of TiO2 -PE nanocomposite films prepared under varied
conditions.

At lower temperatures, the polyethylene flow was limited and so the TiO 2 particles
remained mostly on the surface with fewer nanoparticles buried in the polymer matrix. Under
this condition, the polymer surface was relatively smooth and there was a relatively small
concentration of particles on the surface. Most TiO 2 particles are accessible to the surface, but
the total TiO2 surface area was relatively low. The low total TiO 2 surface area provided relatively
low photocatalytic efficiency. As the fabrication temperature increased, the polymer flowed
more easily and infiltrated deeper into the TiO 2 nanoparticle layer. In this case, the film surface
roughness was higher with a higher surface TiO 2 concentration that results in a higher catalytic
efficiency (see for example, Figure 3.19a). As the fabrication temperature further increased,
more and more particles were embedded into polymer matrix, but the surface TiO 2 availability
was reduced as the polymer could flow between and around particles. The higher fabrication
temperature encapsulated a larger amount of TiO 2 nanoparticles within the polymer film, and so
did not result in higher catalytic efficiency. So an excessively high fabrication temperature is not
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favorable. For the films fabricated at the same temperature with different pressure steps, at
lower pressure with shorter fabrication time, the PE polymer may not have enough time to melt
and flow efficiently to interact with the TiO 2 particles. The surface roughness is low in this case
with fewer TiO2 particles embedded in the polymer as well as low surface TiO 2 availability.
When pressure and fabrication time increased, the polymer infiltrated deeper into the particle
layer to encapsulate more TiO2 particles. Thus, the surface roughness is relatively high with
higher TiO2 particles present on the surface. However, when the pressure and fabrication time
further increased, more and more particles are embedded into the polymer matrix. A smaller
percentage of particles are available on the surface, leading to lower degradation efficiency.

3.3.3. Photooxidation of dye solution under sunlight
3.3.3 A Cuvette experiments using Rhodamine B dye
The films fabricated at different temperatures (154 oC, 160 oC, 163 oC, 166 oC, 168 oC,
171 oC, 177oC) but same pressures (4 steps) were used for outdoor exposure experiments.
Figure 3.22a shows the Rhodamine B solutions changed color as a function of exposure time
under sunlight irradiation. The UV-vis spectra not only decreased in magnitude, but also the
maximum absorption wavelength exhibited a blue shift (peaks appeared at 498 nm) as a function
of sunlight irradiation time as shown in Figure 3.22b-f, which was due to the N-deethylation of
Rhodamine B to Rhodamine (Scheme 3.2), the major intermediate in the degradation of
Rhodamine B (as below). [17]
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Scheme 3.2. N-de-ethylation of Rhodamine B.
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Figure 3.22. RhB solution degradation under sunlight. a.RhB solution color change at different
sunlight irradiation times. (From left to the right: no film, cuvettes with films prepared at 154 oC;
160 oC; 163 oC; 166 oC; 168 oC and 171 oC.) [July, 12 & 16, 2012, from 10 am – 4 pm]. b-f. UVvis spectra of RhB as function of sunlight exposure time using different films.

The different color changes under sunlight were observed as compared to the results
from indoor UV light irradiation. The RhB colors after 5 hour sunlight exposure and 5 hour UV
light irradiation are shown in Figure 3.23. The different color observation also indicates the
different degradation mechanism of Rhodamine B degradation under sunlight and UV light.

Figure 3.23. Different RhB solution color under 5 hours sunlight and UV light irradiation.
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For example, comparing the films fabricated at 154oC and 177 oC (4 steps), the blue shift
of the main peak was observed more significantly in sunlight experiment than when indoor UV
irradiation was used. In addition, for films fabricated at higher temperature (177 oC), the blue
shift was more significant. The comparisons are shown in Figure 3.24.

Figure 3.24. UV-vis spectra of RhB under sunlight (left) and UV (right) irradiation photo
catalyzed with the TiO2 -PE film prepared under 154 °C and 177 °C.
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For comparison, the main RhB main peak at 554 nm did not shift significantly when
exposed to the UV lamp indoors (Figure 3.24). During the sunlight exposure, main peaks at 554
nm tended to decay fast and 498 nm peaks became more intense. This is the reason why RhB
solution became more yellowish in color during the photo-oxidation in sunlight. After 10 hours
exposure to sunlight, the peak at 498 nm disappeared completely. This observation was different
from the UV light experiments. Under UV light, there was a weaker blue shift for 554 nm peak.
The reason for this observation was that the visible light in sunlight caused a different
degradation mechanism compared with UV light.
The degradation rate constants of films fabricated at different temperatures, (same 4 step
pressure sequence) are calculated and plotted in Figure 3.25. From the results, we can see that
the highest fabrication temperature had highest degradation effect on the RhB solution. This
observation is different from what we found in UV light experiments (Figure 3.19). In UV light
experiment, the film fabricated at 166oC gave the highest degradation rate.

Figure 3.25. Photocatalytic reaction rate as a function of film fabrication temperate under
sunlight. (Rate is calculated based on the 554 nm peak decay).
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The rate constant trend is different in sunlight and UV light for several reasons. For UV
light irradiation, TiO2 particles are excited by UV light and reactive oxygen species (ROS) are
formed on the particle surfaces. The ROS then oxidize the dye molecules that diffuse onto the
activated TiO2 surface. In this process, the total TiO 2 surface area exposed to UV light plays a
important role. On the other hand, for the visible light irradiation, it is the dye molecules that
become excited by visible light [18, 19] and then the excited dye molecules can transfer electrons to
the conduction band of TiO2. The oxygen adsorbed on the TiO2 surface traps these electrons,
yielding superoxide radicals, which can be subsequently converted to hydroxyl radicals and other
reactive oxygen species. These radicals can degrade the dye molecules. In this case, it is the
number of excited dye molecules encountering the TiO 2 particles that is crucial. Even if the
TiO2 particles are shaded from the light, they can degrade the excited dye molecules.
So for the films fabricated at higher press temperatures, although the Ti/C ratio on the
surface is reduced, the total TiO 2 area available to the solution may be relatively high. This
would provide more opportunity for the exited dye molecule to adsorb on and react with the TiO2
surface relative to films prepared at lower temperatures.
To provide additional evidence for this mechanism, the ability of TiO 2 -PE films to adsorb
dye molecules from solution was measured as a function of fabrication temperature.

The

decrease in absorbance of Rhodamine B solutions, after 30 min exposure to films fabricated at
different temperatures is plotted in Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26. RhB molecule adsorption on the film fabricated at different temperatures, 4 steps.
The adsorption experiment results show the highest fabrication temperature adsorbed the
most dye molecules. This is in agreement with the rate constant result – highest fabrication
temperature has highest degradation rate in natural sunlight. It is the film fabricated at higher
temperatures that can adsorb more excited dye molecules, leading to higher degradation rates
under visible light exposure.
3.3.3 B Visible /UV light mechanism investigation using Rhodamine B
To further study the different mechanisms under visible and UV light, additional
experiments were undertaken. A white light illuminator was used as the visible light source and
a 400 nm cut-off filter was used to block the UV light. The film was fabricated at 166 oC over 4
steps. After 9 hours of white light (> 400 nm) illumination, the main peak at 554 nm completely
disappeared, leaving only the blue shifted 498 nm peak (Figure 3.27). The solution was then
exposed to UV light (Dymax BlueWave 200) for 4 hours and the peak at 498 nm completely
disappeared (shown in Figure 3.28).
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d

Figure 3.27. UV-vis spectra of Rhodamine B under UV (Dymax BlueWave 200) and visible
light irradiation. (a) UV light irradiation (4 mW/cm2); (b) Visible light irradiation (using 400 nm
cut-off filter, 4 mW/cm2); (c) 554 nm and 498 nm peaks trends under UV irradiation; (d) 554 nm
and 498 nm peaks trends under visible light irradiation.
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Figure 3.28. UV-vis spectra of Rhodamine B under visible and further UV light irradiation. (a)
Visible light irradiation for 9 hours (same as Figure 3.26b); (b) Further UV light irradiation after
9 hours visible light (4 mW/cm2); (c) 554 nm and 498 nm peaks trends under visible irradiation
(same as Figure 3.27d); (d) 554 nm and 498 nm peaks trends under further UV irradiation (4
mW/cm2 )

These results indicate that RhB underwent a different degradation mechanism under UV
light and visible light. According to the literature,[20-22] under visible light irradiation, two
competitive processes occurred simultaneously during the photoreaction: N-deethylation and
destruction of the dye chromophore structure. The decay of the main peak at 554 nm is caused by
the destruction of the dye chromophore structure while the blue shift of the main peak to 448nm
is caused by N-deethylation. Most N-deethylation processes are preceded by formation of a
nitrogen-centered radical while destruction of dye chromophore structures is preceded by
generation of a carbon-centered radical.[23, 24] Hydrolysis or deprotonation of dye cation radicals,
which are defined by the different adsorption modes of RhB on the catalyst surface determines
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what kind of radical is mainly formed. Figure 3.29 shows the degradation pathways of RhB
under visible light.[20] Under visible light, the N-deethylation and cleavage of conjugated
structure coexists and compete while under UV light, cleavage of the conjugated structure
dominates. Both pathways produce small molecules after multiple steps.

Figure 3.29. Degradation pathways of RhB under UV and visible light.[24]

In the experiments conducted in this thesis, when UV light was blocked, the main peak at
554 nm was observed to blue shift to 498 nm after 9 hours. This result implies that under only
visible light, the excited Rhodamine B would be absorbed on the TiO2 surface and the Ndeethylation mechanism dominated the degradation pathway. The subsequent UV light exposure
degraded the N-deethylation product at 498 nm.
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3.3.3 C Rhodamine B photooxidation in plastic water bag and box
To accelerate the photoreaction, the ratio of solution to TiO 2 surface area was increased
by modifying the geometry of the photoreactor. Samples of 20 ml RhB solution (10mg/L) were
added into treated plastic TiO2 -PE catalytic bags and placed outdoors for sunlight exposure over
3 hours. The UV portion of sunlight was measured to be 1 mW/cm2 to 3 mW/cm2. The solution
before and after sunlight exposure is shown in Figure 3.30. As shown in the pictures, after 3
hours of sunlight exposure, the RhB solution became almost colorless, indicating most of the
RhB molecule ring structures were decomposed. The UV-vis spectra and the decay of 554 nm
peak are plotted in Figure 3.31.

Figure 3.30. Plastic TiO2 -PE bag with RhB solution before and after 3h sunlight exposure.

a.

b.

Figure 3.31. a. UV-vis spectra of RhB solution in plastic bag under sunlight for 3 hours. b. 554
nm peak vs sunlight irradiation hours.
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From these results we can conclude that the specialized TiO 2 -PE bag had high catalytic
efficiency in decomposing dye solutions. After 1 hour, the concentration decreased 71.5%. After
two hours, only 7.1% of the RhB remained in the solution. After 3 hours, almost all of the RhB
molecules were degraded (absorbance at 554nm was less than 0.15). In Figure 3.31a, there was
also a blue shift of 554 nm peak in the plastic bag experiment. Compared with the outdoor
cuvette experiment, the blue shift percentage is much smaller; this may be because in the bags,
the film area in contact with solution is larger which provide more TiO 2 particles exposed to
sunlight and contact with dye molecules (0.5 mL/cm2 compared with 1.2 mL/cm2 in cuvette
experiments). In this case, the ring opening degradation mechanism of the Rhodamine B
chromophore on the excited TiO2 particle surface (i.e. main peak degradation) is favored. This
experiment demonstrated the TiO 2 -PE film had high catalytic efficiency on dye molecule
degradation. For practical applications, dye solutions can be placed into plastic bags lined with
theTiO2 -PE nanocomposite to efficiently purify water contaminated by dye molecules.
To study how the solution thickness affected the degradation efficiency, controlled
solution depth experiments were conducted. Different quantities of RhB solution were added
into four small plastic boxes (1-1/4’’ × 1-1/4’’ × 1-1/4’’). The solution layer thickness was
controlled to be 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.5 cm and 2.0 cm respectively. After 6 hours of sunlight
exposure, the solution colors are shown in Figure 3.32. The UV-vis absorbance spectra of each
RhB solution are shown in Figure 3.33. The decay of the RhB molecules was monitored by
tracking the 554 nm peak and the degradation constant for each box was plotted in Figure 3.34.
As expected, the smallest depth solution has the highest degradation efficiency while the deepest
one has the lowest efficiency. This was reasonable because the photocatalytic reaction occurred
at the surface of TiO2 particles. With deeper solution samples, the dye molecules furthest from
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the surface take time to diffuse through the solution and make contact with the catalyst particles.
So the deeper solution should have lower degradation efficiency.

Figure 3.32. Plastic boxes with different amount of RhB solution after 4 hours sunlight
exposure.

Figure 3.33. Time-dependent UV-vis spectra of RhB in water boxes.
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Figure 3.34. RhB concentration decrease and degradation rate constant vs solution depth.

3.3.3. D. Other dyes: photooxidation in bags
The degradation of other dyes on the nanocomposite film was also studied. The dyes are
methylene blue, crystal violet, basic fucsin and a mixture of the three dyes (the structures are
shown in scheme 3.1). To understand the photodegradation kinetics, controlled studies of dye
molecules on the nanocomposite films were performed using a UV lamp (BlueWave 200 with
primary wavelength of 365nm). Results showed TiO2 -PE films could degrade both individual
dyes and dye mixtures. In these tests, a pure dye solution (20mL of a 10 mg/L solution) was
added into the fabricated plastic bag and irradiated under UV light (1 mW/cm2, similar intensity
of the UV portion in sunlight) for 2.5 hours. The results are summarized in Table 3.2. More
than 90 % of dye molecules decomposed after 2.5h. The degradation reactions followed a first
order reaction mechanism.
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Table 3.2. Dye solution concentration before and after 2.5h UV irradiation.
Dye

Initial conc. (mg/L)

Final conc. (mg/L)

Crystal Violet

10.00

0.72

Methylene Blue

10.00

0.81

Basic Fuchsine

10.00

0.43

To utilize natural sunlight as the energy source, outdoor experiments were conducted.
The same solutions were used as for the UV lamp experiments described above. On a sunny day
in March (temperature: 45-50°F, sunlight power density: 1-3mW/cm2), the samples were exposed
under sunlight for 3 hours. The fading of the solution color in bags during the experiment were
shown in Figure 3.35.

The bright color disappeared almost completely after the 3 hour

exposure, which indicated most of the dye molecule rings were decomposed.

1h

2h

3h

Figure 3.35. Outdoor exposure experiment. (Upper left: three dyes mixture; upper right:
Methylene blue; bottom left: crystal violet; bottom right: basic fuchsin).
For basic fuchsine (a), crystal violet (b), methylene blue (c), and a mixture of the three
dyes (d), the decay of their absorbance peaks is shown in Figure 3.36. Before sunlight exposure,
there was an intensity decrease for the dye solutions because dye molecules were adsorbed onto
the TiO2 -PE surface. A control experiment was conducted by keeping four bags containing the
individual dyes (Rhodamine B, Methylene Blue, Crystal violet and Basic fuchsin) in the dark for
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three hours. The concentrations decreased by 26.7% for RhB, 32.6% for Methylene blue, 55.1%
for Crystal violet and 21.1% for basic fuchsin was observed due to the adsorption of dye
molecules onto the rough TiO2 -PE surface. More than 80% of dye molecules were decomposed
after one hour exposure to sunlight. After 3 hours, only 0.41% of basic fuchsine, 0.23% of
crystal violet and 0.43% of methylene blue were detected.

Figure 3.36. UV-vis spectra of outdoor experiments. (a:basic fuchsine, b:crystal violet, c:
methylene blue, d: three dyes mixture).
The experimental results using both UV and sunlight irradiation demonstrated that the
photocatalytic bags worked well to degrade both single dye solutions as well as dye mixtures.
The reaction rates from the UV lamp experiments were similar to those from sunlight exposure
as expected due to the similar power densities. Based on literature studies,[25-28] the total
mineralization time is estimated to be 6-7 hours, which would enable the outdoor reaction to be
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complete within one day. It is expected after multiple steps, the organic wastes would fully
decomposed and only small molecules like CO2 and H2O would remain.
3.3.3. E. Summary of Degradation in Sunlight
RhB can be rapidly degraded on TiO2 -polyethylene nanocomposite surfaces under
sunlight. The rates are comparable to rates observed under UV lamp illumination when the films
are prepared at ≥ 171 oC. Under UV illumination the average rates are 0.77 h-1 and 0.70 h-1 for
films prepared at 171 and 177 oC whereas the rates in sunlight are 0.85 h-1 and 0.95 h-1
respectively. For films prepared at lower temperatures, the rates in sunlight are lower than those
under UV light. For example, for films prepared at 161 oC, the rate under a UV lamp was 0.78 h-1
whereas it was only 0.45 h-1 in sunlight. The slower rates in sunlight may be due to the two-step
mechanism where partial degradation of RhB occurs in visible light and UV light is required to
complete the ring-opening photo-oxidation reaction. It may also be possible that films prepared
at higher temperatures have deep fissures on which the RhB may be adsorbed; because of the
slower surface photooxidation reaction, adsorption on TiO 2 surfaces shadowed from the light
could make the overall rate of RhB degradation appear higher. Further work with controlled
surface structures could help clarify the mechaisms responsible for the difference in rates
observed between UV and sunlight.
3.3.4. Reusability test of plastic TiO2 bags
To test the reusability of our TiO2 -PE plastic bag, 10 cycles of UV radiation of the dyes using
the plastic bags were conducted. The average decomposition was 92.1%. There was essentially
no change of the decomposition rate, compared to the first cycle (93.0%). The results are shown
in Figure 3.37. The good reusability of TiO2PE plastic bag is due to the large concentration of
TiO2 particles on the PE surface. The particles can shadow the underlying PE in which the TiO 2
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particles are embedded. The shadowing would reduce the direct oxidation of the PE by the ROS
and so extend the lifetime of the composite films.

Figure 3.37 Reusability of TiO2 -PE nanocomposite film.
3.4 Conclusion
A lamination method was developed to fabricate a new type TiO 2-polymer
nanocomposite film for photocatalytic applications. By varying the fabrication conditions, the
surface structure and concentration of TiO 2 can be controlled. The quantity and location of TiO2
nanoparticles in the composites were determined by TGA, XPS, SEM, and AFM. Results from
SEM, XPS and AFM indicated that during the lamination process, polyethylene melted and
infiltrated into the TiO2 nanoparticle layer, where the polymer can encapsulate TiO2
nanoparticles in the polymer matrix as well as partially embed the particles on the film surface.
The catalytic films fabricated by this lamination method show several advantages including: low-
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cost, easy preparation, scalability to large sizes, flexibility and light weight. In addition, this
method ensures the adhesion of TiO 2 particles on the film surface and it is compatible with any
type of TiO2 nanoparticles. Most significantly, this nanocomposite film could provide higher
efficiency which would be a critical advantage for photocatalytic applications.
The process temperature affects the TiO2 incorporation and surface availability. Low
temperatures and pressures lower PE mobility and so result in films with relatively small total
TiO2 concentrations but high surface TiO2 concentrations. In contrast, high temperatures and
pressures led to much higher TiO2 concentrations incorporated into the films (>10%) but a
relatively lower Ti concentration on the surface due to PE infiltration. The results are confirmed
by studying the relative reaction rates in visible and UV light as well as the amount of dye
adsorbed onto the surface in the dark.
The nanocomposite film was tested by degrading a Rhodamine B solution under either a
UV lamp or natural sunlight.

By adjusting process variables during lamination, the

photocatalytic properties of the nanocomposite film, as well as the efficiency of TiO 2 particle
incorporation, were controlled. Different solution containers were used for small samples and
scale-up samples, including cuvettes and plastic bags with one inner side lined with the TiO 2 -PE
film.

After exposure, the colors of the dye solutions disappeared, indicating that the dye

molecules were efficiently degraded. It is noteworthy to point out that when using natural
sunlight as the irradiation source, only a relatively short exposure to sunlight was required to
efficiently decompose a large amount of sample in the plastic bags lined with the photocatalytic
nanocomposite film. In addition, the bag can be used repeatedly. Besides Rhodamine B, other
dye molecules were tested and the film showed similarly high working efficiencies. Moreover,
the film is expected to work on other pollutants and bacteria.
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Chapter 4. TiO2-PDMS Self-Cleaning Superhydrophobic Surfaces:
Generation of Reactive Oxygen Species at the Solid-Liquid-Gas Interface
4.1 Introduction
Maintaining the long term stability of superhydrophobic surfaces is challenging due to
contamination from organic molecules and proteins that render the surface hydrophilic. Reactive
oxygen species (ROS) could mitigate this effect by oxidizing these contaminants. Moreover, the
gas layer between substrate and liquid phase (plastron) is typically inaccessible which precludes
the control of gas phase chemistry. In this chapter, a general approach is shown to incorporating
any

arbitrary

catalyst

particle

chemistry

into

a

superhydrophobic

surface

with

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) posts in well-defined arrays that catalyze the formation of
reactive oxygen species such as superoxide radicals. A stable Cassie state (air layer under the
droplet) was maintained, on these surfaces fabricated with hydrophilic TiO 2 nanoparticles, due to
significant hierarchical roughness. By printing the surface on a porous support, oxygen could be
flowed through the plastron resulting in significantly higher photooxidation rates relative to a
static ambient. Photooxidation of Rhodamine B (RhB) and Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA)
protein was studied on these TiO2 -containing surfaces. TiO2 nanoparticles could be isolated in
the plastron, preventing contact with the solution. This approach may prove useful for water
purification and medical devices where isolation of particles from the solution is necessary and
so Cassie stability is required.
4.1.1 Challenges to using superhydrophobic surfaces
Superhydrophobic surfaces, which are inspired by lotus leaves, have attracted great
interest over the past decade. These surfaces exhibit excellent water repellency where droplets
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are highly mobile. A droplet resting on a solid surface and surrounded by a gas forms a
characteristic contact angle θ. The water contact angle on a superhydrophobic surface is larger
than 150o. In 1805, Thomas Young defined the contact angle θ by analyzing the forces acting on
a fluid droplet resting on a solid surface surrounded by a gas. [1] If the solid surface is rough, and
the liquid is in intimate contact with the solid asperities, the droplet is in the Wenzel state.[2]
Wenzel determined that when the liquid is in intimate contact with a microstructured surface, θ
will change to θw*.
θw* = r

θ

where r is the roughness as defined by the ratio of the actual area to the projected
area.[2] Wenzel's equation shows that by creating a surface with microscale roughness could
increase the apparent contact angle of liquid droplets on the surface. A hydrophobic surface
(contact angle greater than 90°) becomes more hydrophobic when it is microstructured – its new
contact angle becomes greater than the original.

Although the Wenzel model clarifies the

relationship between the apparent contact angle and surface roughness, it cannot deal with a
heterogeneous surface (that is a surface with sufficient roughness that liquids are in contact with
both the solid surface as well as vapor between surface asperities). So Cassie and Baxter built
another model to explain this. If the liquid rests on the tops of the asperities, it is in the CassieBaxter state.

[3]

Cassie and Baxter found that if the liquid is suspended on the tops of

microstructures, θ will change to θCB* ,
θCB* = φ (

θ + 1) – 1

where φ is the area fraction of the solid that touches the liquid. [3] Liquid in the CassieBaxter state is more mobile than in the Wenzel state.
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Figure 4.1. Contact angle microstates.[4]
Superhydrophobic surfaces have been fabricated using a wide range of techniques,[5-8]
including photolithography,[9-11] sputter deposition,[12] templating[13-16] and chemical vapor
deposition. [17,18] One challenge to using these superhydrophobic surfaces is that the stability of
the Cassie state may be compromised by contamination from organic molecules and proteins.
[12,19]

Only a few surfaces have been reported that are omniphobic[20-22] and fewer still that are

resistant to protein deposition.[23] As these surfaces are fragile and expensive to fabricate,
alternative approaches are necessary. Supporting fluid in the Cassie state, even when the surface
is coated with protein, is not ideal for applications where the surfaces are intended for long-term
use because protein coated surfaces foster the growth of bacteria and the formation of biofilms
that may cause infections.[24]
4.1.2. Challenges to preparing superhydrophobic surfaces with catalytic materials
One approach to fabricating a stable superhydrophobic surface and preventing the
accumulation of organic contaminants is to augment the functionality of the surfaces by
incorporating catalytic materials on which reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as superoxides,
hydroperoxides or singlet oxygen, are photogenerated. Such ROS oxidize organic compounds
leading to their decomposition into smaller molecules and ultimately a clean surface. Most of
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these studies have focused on TiO2 ,[12, 17,18,25-27] although other metal oxides have been studied
including ZnO,[28] and V2O5.[29]

Also the fabrication and properties of superhydrophobic

surfaces that incorporate hydrophobic silicon-phthalocyanine glass particles that generate singlet
oxygen in both the plastron and in solution have been reported[30,31] and will be discussed in
Chapter 5.

Also, surfaces incorporating hydrophobic rare-earth metal oxides have been

reported.[32] Although these are potentially valuable systems, specialty catalyst materials may
prove too expensive to meet the needs of large scale water purification and waste-treatment
applications.
In many cases the oxide surface must be modified (e.g. with a silane) to achieve
superhydrophobicity due to the relatively high surface energy of the oxides. [25,33] However the
photooxidation of this chemical treatment becomes catalyzed by the particle and the surface
permanently loses its superhydrophobicity under UV light. [33] Surfaces composed of hydrophilic
metal oxides such as TiO2 and ZnO with sufficient roughness and/or surfaces with re-entrant
topographies are able to maintain superhydrophobicity without the aid of silane surface
treatments.[26,27] However, these surfaces exhibit a reversible wetting transition. Upon exposure
to UV light, the oxide surface energy increases and the liquid will transition from the Cassie to
the Wenzel state.[26,27] Surfaces incorporating TiO2 particles dispersed in a polymer matrix have
been reported[12,16] that exhibit a stable Cassie state when exposed to UV light and the
concentration of TiO2 is sufficiently low. Although the photooxidation of organic dyes was
reported, the rates were slow

[12]

or the catalytic measurements were only conducted on the

surface when it was in a fully wetted Wenzel state.[18]
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4.1.3. Surface and device design
One of the potential advantages of catalytic superhydrophobic surfaces is that a layer of
gas exists between the substrate and the liquid, known as the plastron. By controlling the
composition of the gas at this solid-liquid-gas (triphasic) interface, superhydrophobic surfaces
could be uniquely well suited for fundamental studies of heterogeneous catalytic reactions. The
photocatalytic superhydrophobic surfaces previously reported have been created on solid, rigid
substrates that provide no access to the plastron. [12,16] For reactions involving a gaseous reactant,
such as TiO2 photooxidation reactions, the lack of plastron access limits the utility of such
superhydrophobic surfaces.

Other types of catalytic reactions, where the reactive species can

be generated in both the aqueous and gas phase, would be especially well suited for study on a
superhydrophobic surface with access to the solid-liquid-gas interface.

For example, the

photocatalytic generation of singlet oxygen ( 1O2 ) on sensitizer particles is an important reaction
for a wide range of applications including water disinfection, the photooxidation of toxic
molecules, deactivation of bacteria or the synthesis of important intermediates.[34-36] On these
sensitizer surfaces, 1O2 can be generated in both aqueous and gaseous environments.

A

superhydrophobic surface with control of the plastron gas composition and flow rate would
enable studies of the relative reactivity of these two environments for 1O2 as well as enable the
fabrication of useful devices for water purification. The studies on the 1 O2 generation on our
photocatalytic superhydrophobic surface are recently published [30,31] and will be discussed in
Chapter 5. These requirements demonstrate the need for a new approach to fabricate
superhydrophobic surfaces composed of catalytic particles with high photooxidation efficiency,
stable superhydrophobicity and facile access to the plastron.
Here, a novel method for preparing superhydrophobic surfaces composed of hydrophilic
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catalytic particles where no surface treatment is required to achieve superhydrophobicity is
presented. The particles are partially embedded into printed polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
posts. This approach insures that a relatively high catalyst surface area is in direct contact with
an aqueous solution maintained in the Cassie state. Superhydrophobicity is achieved, even with
hydrophilic catalytic particles, due to significant hierarchical roughness. Catalyst particles can be
synthesized by any process and so commodity TiO2 nanoparticles (e.g. P25 from Evonik) can be
used as well as visible light active catalyst particles
temperatures and/or pressures.

[37]

that are prepared under elevated

By separating the catalyst synthesis step from the

superhydrophobic surface fabrication process, superhydrophobic catalytic films can be formed
using a facile, scalable method at ambient pressure and modest temperatures. Another important
feature of the high aspect ratio primary roughness is that it enables easy access to the plastron.
Printing the PDMS posts on a porous membrane, and supporting the membrane over a plenum,
provides a means to control the composition of the gas in the plastron and thus study catalysis at
the solid-liquid-gas interface. In this chapter, the photocatalytic degradation of Rhodamine B
(RhB) as a function of plastron gas composition using TiO 2 nanoparticles disposed on the surface
of PDMS posts using UV light is demonstrated. The self-cleaning property of this TiO2 -PDMS
surface was also studied using fluorescent protein as a model contaminant.
4.2. Experimental
4.2.1. Reagents, materials, and instrumentation
A

room-temperature

vulcanizing

(RTV)

hydroxy-terminated

dimethylsiloxane,

manufactured by Dow Corning and sold as DAP clear aquarium silicone sealant 688, was used to
fabricate PDMS superhydrophobic surfaces. TiO2 nanoparticles were from Evonik (P25 with
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nominal particle diameter of 21 nm) and SiO2 particles were from Cabot (TS-530) (with nominal
aggregate size of 300 nm). RhB was purchased from Acros Organics. BSA Alexa Fluor 488
conjugate was purchased from Life technologies. The above chemicals were used as received
without further purification. The deionized water (18 MΩ) was purified using a Millipore
Quantum filtration system with a 0.22 µm filter.
A robot (Janome-2203N) was used as the PDMS dispenser. Optical energy was delivered
from a Dymax Blue Wave 200 UV lamp (280 - 450 nm). The UV light intensity (4 mW/cm2)
was measured with a Dymax Smart UV intensity meter (ACCU-ACLtm-50, measuring UV
irradiation in the range from 320 to 395 nm). An optical fiber (5 mm diameter) from the laser
diode was brought into the cuvette with an incident angle of 90 o to the surface. A ramé-hart
model 250 goniometer with a motorized stage was used to measure contact angles and slip
angles. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images were obtained using AMRAY 1910 Field
Emission Scanning Electron Microscope. Confocal images were taken by Leica SP2 AOBS
Confocal Microscope.

IMARIS software was used to calculate fluorescence intensity and

reconstruct 3D surface images.
4.2.2. Preparation of catalytic PDMS posts
The process for printing PDMS posts was reported previously.[38,39] Briefly, the PDMS
posts were printed as a 17 × 17 square array with a pitch of 0.5 mm (8 mm × 8 mm array, 1 mm
tall) on a 10 × 10 mm membrane surface (0.5 µm diameter, Millipore®). A layer of TiO2
nanoparticles (~ 21 nm), or SiO2 nanoparticles (~ 200 nm) was spread onto the posts
immediately after printing. The viscous and thixotropic properties of the PDMS maintained their
shape before cure; the particles became partially embedded into the uncured surface ensuring
good adhesion between the particles and the PDMS posts. The surface was cured at 65 °C for 2
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hours. Excess particles were removed by exposing the surface to high flows of compressed air
and rinsed with deionized water.
In addition to the surface of PDMS posts covered by TiO 2 nanoparticles, the surface was
modified by coating SiO2 nanoparticles (Cabot TS530) at the tips of posts. This modified surface
was prepared by dipping the fully TiO 2 coated PDMS posts surface into a thin layer of uncured
silicone (Corning 3140) and then dusted with SiO2 nanoparticles, following by curing in oven.
In such surface, the tips of PDMS posts (~200μm) are covered by SiO 2 and the lower part of the
posts (~800μm) are covered by TiO 2. This structure ensures that the TiO 2 nanoparticles isolated
from contacting with aqueous solution, and enable the study of the generation of reactive oxygen
species or intermediate at gas phase.
4.2.3. Contact and slip angle measurements
A droplet of known volume of deionized water was carefully placed on top of the surface
to measure the static contact angle. On this type of superhydrophobic surface, the slip angle was
defined as the angle required to displace the droplet by two posts (1 mm) on both the advancing
and receding directions. At least 10 measurements were made each sample. The surface was
dried after each measurement by blowing high-pressure, dry, filtered air for approximately 5 s.
Water contact angle of the TiO2 -PDMS surface is 162o ± 5o. The slip angle was measured to 5 ±
1°.
4.2.4. Device and procedure for photocatalytic reactions
For the plastron gas experiments, a three-phase photoreactor was constructed. The bottom
of a PMMA disposable cuvette was removed to enable connection to the superhydrophobic
photocatalytic surface. TiO2 -PDMS posts were printed onto a Millipore membrane (10 mm × 10
mm) with a pore size of 0.5 m, coated with TiO2 nanoparticles and cured. The printed
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membrane was then placed on a 1 cm2 Delrin plastic (3 mm thick) support plate which defined
the top of the plenum. Five holes (1 mm diameter each) drilled through the plate enable gas flow
from the plenum to the plastron. The support plate was inserted half-way into a 1 cm2 custommolded silicone rubber chamber (3 mm thick), leaving a 1.5 mm deep plenum for gas purging.
A 25G 1½’ needle was bent and inserted into the bottom of the plenum with the silicone forming
a gas-tight seal. The other end of the needle was connected to a regulated gas supply; the gas
flow rate was controlled with a rotometer. To prevent the wetting of side wall posts by solution,
the bottom inner side (0.5 mm × 0.8 mm for each side) of cuvette was first coated with silicone
(Corning 3140) and then dusted with SiO 2 nanoparticles to achieve superhydrophobicity. After
curing 2 hours at 60 °C for 2 hours, excess particles were removed by deionized water and
compressed air.

The cuvette was placed in an Ocean Optics cuvette holder fitted with optical

fibers connected to a light source (Mikropack HL2000) and spectrometer (Ocean Optics
USB4000) such that the solution absorption spectrum could be measured in-situ during
irradiation from the top opening of the cuvette. In some cases, UV-visible spectra were collected
using a Perkin Elmer (Lambda 650) spectrophotometer.
4.2.5. Self-cleaning demonstration
SiO2 nanoparticles (TS-530) were coated on the PDMS posts and used as the control
surface. Both TiO2 -PDMS and SiO2 -PDMS surface was put into the BSA Alexa Fluor 488
solution for 60 min. No obvious difference was observed before and after the protein deposition
on the posts.

Surfaces were then rinsed with deionized water and dried with compressed air.

The surfaces were then exposed to UV light (150 mW/cm2) for 2 hours. The confocal imaging
was taken before and after UV exposure. The confocal parameters used were: excitation
wavelength, 488nm; laser power, 20%; and PMT gain, 560 V. The fluorescence range was set to
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be 498-540nm. The absolute scan height of the post was 300 μm with the scan number of 250
(1.2 microns between scans).
4.3. Results and discussion
4.3.1. Surface microstructure and superhydrophobicity
The course-scale primary roughness of the surface is formed by printing an array of
PDMS posts using a robotic printer (1mm tall × 0.5mm diameter × 0.5mm pitch)

[38,39]

(Figure

4.2). After printing, particles were adhered to the uncured PDMS surface forming a secondary
roughness; a tertiary roughness is formed from agglomerates of nanoparticles (Figure. 4.3a-c).
The microstructure of the TiO2 -PDMS surface is shown in the SEM images (Figure 4.3a-c). It
is this hierarchical roughness, with relatively course agglomerates of nanoparticles forming a reentrant surface geometry,[20,21] that maintains liquid in a Cassie state (Figure 4.3d, 4.3e).

0.008’’

Figure 4.2. Schematic of robot dispensing system.
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Figure 4.3. SEM images of a PDMS post printed on 0.5 mm pitch, partially embedded with TiO 2
nanoparticles and optical images of a 20 µL water drop on the surface. (a) Whole post, (b) High
magnification of a tip, (c) Higher magnification showing TiO 2 nanoparticle agglomerates, (d)
Optical image of a 20 µL water drop on a printed surface, (e) Enlarged image of the solid-liquidgas interface illustrating how the liquid surface deforms about the nanoparticles.

A 20 µL water droplet residing on the TiO 2 -PDMS surface is shown in Figure 4.4. The
Water contact angle of the TiO2-PDMS surface is 162o ± 5o. The surface of TiO2 particles
becomes hydrophilic when exposed to UV light in the presence of water 10 due to the formation
of Ti-OH groups. For our printed hierarchical TiO2 -PDMS surfaces, water is supported in the
Cassie state after more than 3 hours of UV irradiation (4 mW/cm2) as shown in Figure 4.5. Over
this 3 hours of exposure, the position of the water-air interface descends only a small amount (<
90 µm) into the plastron. At the later stages of this process, some PDMS post tips transitioned
from the liquid-air interface into the liquid phase due to the increase in the hydrophilicity of the
TiO2 surface. However, the superhydrophobic properties remained stable with a fully intact
plastron for two reasons: the TiO2 particles away from the solid-liquid-air triple contact line
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(TCL) remain relatively hydrophobic and the length of the TCL increases as the interface
descends due to the conical shape of the posts, preventing further encroachment.

1 mm

1 mm

Figure 4.4. 20 µL water droplet residing on TiO 2 -PDMS surface.

Figure 4.5. Optical images of the liquid-air interface position relative to the PDMS post surface
after UV irradiation on a TiO2-PDMS surface. UV irradiation time for (a) 0, (b) 60, (c) 120 and
(d) 180 minutes (water layer thickness: 3 mm). The water layer appears white, the plastron
appears dark grey and the PDMS posts appear light grey.
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4.3.2. Photocatalytic reaction in triphasic photoreacter
A three-phase catalytic chemical reactor device was constructed as shown schematically
in Figure 4.6.

This design enables the simultaneous irradiation of the catalyst and the

monitoring of the solution concentration by UV-vis spectroscopy. In addition, a gas can be
introduced into the plenum supporting the printed superhydrophobic surface such that it flows
through the membrane and into the plastron. As shown in Figure 4.7, bubbles formed at the
plastron-liquid interface would release and rise through the 2 ml of solution, increasing both the
surface area and time over which the gas can dissolve into solution. After bubble release, a
planar plastron reforms and the bubble sequence repeats. The solution remains in the Cassie
state throughout the experiment.

UV

PMMA cuvette
Gas input

RhB solution
bubble

PDMS posts with TiO2 nanoparticles
Millipore membrane
Plastic support

O2/N2

Plenum

Figure 4.6. Schematic drawing of the cuvette reactor with a gas bubble formed on the surface.
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Figure 4.7. Optical photographs of a superhydrophobic surface composed of TiO 2 particles in
cuvette photocatalytic reactor, showing: (a) Gas bubble formed over the surface, (b) and (c) Gas
bubble releasing from the surface, (d) After bubble released, plastron layer reformed with a
planar and reflective air-water interface.
Decoloration of RhB solution, monitored as a function of irradiation time is shown in
Figure 4.8. The reaction was conducted under flowing oxygen (20 cc/min). The concentration
of RhB (10 mg/L) decreased by 80.0 % after 3.5 h of irradiation with a rate constant of 0.0079
min-1 (Figure 4.9). First order kinetics was observed; a plot of ln[RhB] vs time was linear (R 2
value ≥ 0.97, Figure 8) which is consistent with a Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism.[40,41]

Figure 4.8. UV-vis spectrum of RhB at different irradiation times on a TiO 2 -PDMS surface.
Inset pictures are the RhB solution before (left) and after (right) UV photodegradation.
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Figure 4.9. Change in RhB concentration as a function of irradiation time. a, Percent change of
RhB concentration decreases as a function of UV irradiation time. b, ln concentration of RhB vs
time (Rate constant is 0.0079min-1; R2 is 0.97).

Flowing O2 led to the most rapid rates of RhB decolorization.

When the oxygen

concentration was decreased by using either static ambient air or flowing N 2 gas, the rate was
reduced significantly to 0. 0036 or 0.0008 min-1 respectively (Figure 4.10). The rate in flowing
N2 was 89 % slower than in flowing O 2; however the rate was not reduced to zero due to trace O 2
and/or hydroxyl radicals generated by the photocatalytic decomposition of water. [37] Without the
PDMS superhydrophobic surface with TiO2 particles present, the RhB concentration change was
less than 0.3 %. The high rate of RhB decolorization in flowing O2 is comparable with prior
work on photodegradation of RhB dye using dispersions of TiO 2 nanoparticles in solution.[42,43]
The rate is ~7 times faster than the previously reported degradation of methylene blue (MB) on a
superhydrophobic TiO2 -PTFE nanocomposite film.[12] The faster rate observed on the TiO 2 PDMS printed surface reflects the higher concentration of O 2 in the plastron as well as the
greater TiO2 particle surface area accessible to the aqueous solution. As shown in Figure 4.10,
the error bars in the oxygen bubbling experiments are relatively large. This is because during the
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reaction, oxygen bubbles may exit from different locations across the PDMS posts for each
separate experiment, affecting the liquid-solid contact area.
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Figure 4.10. Degradation of RhB under different plastron gas conditions. At lease three
experiments were done for each condition.

To determine if any reactive oxygen species generated in the plastron can be transported
into the solution and oxidize the RhB, a surface was constructed that physically separated the
TiO2 particles from the aqueous dye solution. A SiO2 capped surface was prepared to isolate the
TiO2 nanoparticles from the aqueous solution. On such surface, the tips of PDMS posts (~200
μm) were coated with hydrophobic SiO 2 nanoparticles, and lower part of PDMS posts were
coated with TiO2 nanoparticles. The photooxidation experiments were conducted under static
ambient air conditions (no gas flow through the plastron) and the results are compared with other
surfaces in Figure 4.11. On the fully coated TiO2 surface, 54% of the RhB was photooxidized
after 3.5 hours. However, when TiO2 particles were isolated from RhB solution, the decrease of
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RhB concentration was only 12% after same UV irradiation time. This decrease is similar to the
decease observed on a control surface (10%, blue curve in Figure 4.11) composed of only SiO 2
nanoparticle coated PDMS posts.

Since we know that RhB is stable when exposed to UV

irradiation (~ 3% decrease after 3.5 hours, black curve in Figure 4.11), the majority of the 10%
decrease of RhB on SiO 2 nanoparticle surfaces was due to adsorption of the dye on the silica
surface. As the triple contact line decends into the surface over time, the concentration of dye in
the solution decreases throughout the experiment. The coating of the SiO 2 surface by RhB was
confirmed by optical microscope inspection of the surface after the experiment. These results
indicate that RhB in solution is photooxidized primarily when in direct contact with TiO2
particles.

However, due the movement of the triple contact line during the experiment, a

contribution from ROS transported across the plastron cannot be ruled out.
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Figure 4.11 Degradation of RhB on different surfaces at static ambient air conditions. At
lease three experiments were done for each condition.
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4.3.3 Self-cleaning Demonstration
The surface can photooxidize organics both when in contact with a solution containing
the molecules, as well as when the solution is removed leaving the molecules a dsorbed onto a
dry surface. RhB is continuously adsorbed from solution and photooxidized on the surface of the
TiO2 nanoparticles as shown in Figures 4.8.

The aqueous solution is not required for

photooxidation, however. When RhB is adsorbed onto the TiO2 -PDMS surface and then dried,
UV irradiation of the dry surface also leads to decoloration as shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12. Optical microscope images of RhB coated TiO2 -PDMS posts before and after UV
irradiation (200 mW/cm2 for 2 hours). (a) Before UV irradiation, (b) After UV irradiation.

Proteins are ubiquitous surface contaminants that can lead to significant changes in
surface wettability.[44] To quantify the decomposition of an absorbed protein on a TiO 2-PDMS
superhydrophobic surface, a fluorescent protein (Bovine Serum Albumin, Alexa Fluor 488
conjugate), was adsorbed onto TiO2 -PDMS and SiO2 -PDMS surfaces. The surface was then
dried under compressed air. The confocal results show that the TiO 2 -PDMS surface (Figure
4.13a) adsorbed significantly more BSA protein than the SiO 2 -PDMS surface (Figure 4.14a).
As seen from the 3D reconstructed surface (Figure 4.13c), the protein adsorption was limited to
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the upper 90 µm of the post, which is consistent with the descent of the triple contact line
(Figure 4.4). After UV exposure (150 mW/cm2 , 2 hours), the integrated fluorescence on the
TiO2-PDMS surface decreased by 91.3% (Figure 4.13b,d) whereas the fluorescence remained
relatively constant on the SiO2 -PDMS surface; the signal degraded by 27.4% (Figure 4.14b).
Photo-oxidation of BSA is not expected on a SiO 2 surface;[45] the decreased fluorescence
intensity on the SiO2 -PDMS surface results from photobleaching of the dye during UV exposure.
Although Alexa Fluor 488 is resistant to photobleaching,[46] some fluorescence signal
degradation is expected upon prolonged irradiation at wavelengths <500 nm.

Figure 4.13. Confocal images of protein coated TiO 2 -PDMS posts before and after UV
irradiation. (a) Top view of protein coated TiO 2 -PDMS tips before UV irradiation, (b) Top view
of tips after UV irradiation, (c) Reconstructed 3D image of single post with protein deposition
before UV irradiation, (d) 3D image of single post after UV irradiation.
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Figure 4.14. Confocal images of protein coated SiO2 -PDMS posts before and after UV
irradiation. (a) Before UV irradiation, (b) After UV irradiation.

These results indicate that the TiO 2 -PDMS surface exhibits robust superhydrophobic and
self-cleaning properties. Not only does the surface remain superhydrophobic when exposed to
conjugated dyes, protein and UV light, but the UV light effectively photo-oxidizes absorbed
contaminants leading to their removal from the surface.
4.4. Conclusion
In summary, a technique for fabricating robust scalable superhydrophobic surfaces has
been demonstrated where catalytic particles can be selectively embedded into the surface of
printed PDMS post arrays. By synthesizing surface structures with a significant degree of
hierarchical roughness, any arbitrary catalyst particle type, in sizes ranging from tens of
nanometers to tens of micrometers, can be incorporated.

We show that hydrophilic TiO 2

particles, with no surface modification, can cover the PDMS surface without compromising the
stability of the plastron layer. Because high oxygen concentrations can be maintained at the gas-
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liquid-solid interface, and the concentration of TiO 2 particles on these superhydrophobic surfaces
is large, photooxidation rates of RhB are comparable to hydrophilic TiO 2 nanoparticles dispersed
in aqueous solutions. Catalytic reactions were studied both in a static gas environment as well as
a dynamic environment where the gas flow rate and pressure through the plastron were sufficient
to release bubbles into the supported liquid.
These structures provide a unique environment in which photocatalytic mechanistic
studies can be conducted as catalyst chemistry, particle size, surface wetting, plastron gas
composition and gas flow rate, can be controlled independently of the aqueous solution
composition. In addition, reactions can be conducted where the catalyst particles are proximate
to, but isolated from, the aqueous solution. This configuration may be especially important in
applications such as water purification and medical devices where gas phase generation of a
reactive intermediate or ROS is required but contamination of the fluid by the catalyst must be
avoided.
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Chapter 5. Singlet Oxygen Generation on Porous Superhydrophobic Surfaces:
Effect of Gas Flow and Sensitizer Wetting on Trapping Efficiency
5.1. Introduction
In the previous Chapter, hydrophilic TiO2 photocatalyst particles were used to prepare a
superhydrophobic photocatalytic surface. The ROS generated on the catalyst particle surface
would help to maintain liquid in the Cassie state. In this Chapter, the study is focused on a
hydrophobic photocatalyst (silicon-phthalocyanine, Pc) and physical-organic chemistry
principles of singlet oxygen generation and transport into an aqueous solution supported on
superhydrophobic surfaces on which silicon-phthalocyanine particles are immobilized. Singlet
oxygen (1O2) was trapped by a water-soluble anthracene compound and monitored in-situ using a
UV-vis spectrometer. By flowing oxygen through the porous superhydrophobic surface, singlet
oxygen generated in the plastron (i.e. the gas layer beneath the liquid) is transported into the
solution within gas bubbles, thereby increasing the liquid-gas surface area over which singlet
oxygen can be trapped. Significantly higher photooxidation rates were achieved in flowing
oxygen, as compared to when the gas in the plastron was static. Superhydrophobic surfaces were
also synthesized so that the Pc particles were located in contact with, or isolated from, the
aqueous solution to evaluate the relative effectiveness of singlet oxygen generated in solution
and the gas phase, respectively; singlet oxygen generated on particles wetted by the solution was
trapped more efficiently than singlet oxygen generated in the plastron, even in the presence of
flowing oxygen gas. A mechanism is proposed that explains how Pc particle wetting, plastron
gas composition and flow rate as well as gas saturation of the aqueous solution affect singlet
oxygen trapping efficiency.

These stable superhydrophobic surfaces which can physically

isolate the photosensitizer particles from the solution may be of practical importance for
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delivering singlet oxygen for water purification and medical devices.
5.1.1. Singlet oxygen (1O2) generator
Singlet oxygen (1O2) is a metastable excited state of O 2 that is toxic to organisms. It is
one of the reactive oxygen species (ROS),[1] which has many important applications.[2,3] Singlet
oxygen is a key species in photodynamic therapy (PDT) for the treatment of cancer and is also
useful in bacterial disinfection. The direct excitation from triplet molecular oxygen ( 3O2) to 1O2
is forbidden. So generally, 1O2 is produced by the energy transfer from a photosensitizer to 3O2 .
The mechanism is shown in Figure 5.1. By absorption of light, the photosensitizer can be
promoted into its lowest excited triplet (T 1) state from its lowest excited singlet (S1) state. Then
1

O2 is generated by the energy transfer from the T 1 photosensitizer to 3O2 .[4]

Figure 5.1. Singlet oxygen generation mechanism.[4]
A large number of photosensitizers have been investigated and reported as singlet oxygen
generators, such as porphyrins, chlorins,[5] photodynamic agents,[6] metal phthalocyanines,[7]
environmental- and enzyme-activated photosensitizers,[8] et al. Among these photosensitizers,
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phthalocyanine (Pc) (Figure 5.2) derivatives have been intensively studied because of their
intense absorption bands (Q bands), in the visible red to near-IR regions.[9,10]

Figure 5.2. A molecular structure of Pc.
In this project, silicon Pc was selected as the singlet oxygen photosensitizer and a novel
device for singlet oxygen generation was designed and prepared.
5.1.2 Challenges of using 1O2 generator device
Several examples of singlet oxygen generators have been reported including a high
pressure 1O2 generator.[11] Other examples of 1O2 generation include microfluidic or simple flow
reactors in which 1O2 photooxidation reactions are conducted by using dissolved or polymerbound sensitizers.[11-17] Photodynamic therapy (PDT) applications have been demonstrated in
vitro using sensitizer nanoparticles.[18] Reversible control of 1O2 generation has been achieved
with diarylethene photochromic switches.[19] The field continues to flourish with new kinds of
sensitizer polymers and particles being reported.[20-22]
One challenge to using devices that generate 1O2 is the potential for contamination.
Either the sensitizer molecule is dispersed directly in the solution and so difficult to recover, or a
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solid sensitizer could dissolve, contaminating the solution.

Similarly, the solution,

photobleached sensitizer or other products of the photooxidation, could contaminate the
sensitizer molecules or particle surfaces. Previously,[23] a SMA-type photoreactor device was
described that bubbled oxygen gas enriched in 1O2 , where the sensitizer was isolated behind an
ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene membrane. More recently, [24] it was shown that
photosensitizer particles can be embedded into a superhydrophobic surface and that singlet
oxygen generated at the surface can be trapped in discrete droplets supported in the Cassie
state[25] on the surface.
5.1.3. Design of triphasic photoreactor
In this paper, work on triphasic superhydrophobic sensitizers[26] is extended by
incorporating the superhydrophobic surface into an 1O2 cuvette photoreactor device as shown
schematically in Figure 5.3. This design enables control over both the gas composition and gas
flow rate through in the plastron (i.e. the gas layer below the liquid). The effect of oxygen
concentration at the particle surface was studied systematically and in real time by measuring the
concentration of 1O2 trapped by 9, 10-anthracene dipropionic acid 1 in-situ using UV-vis
spectroscopy (Scheme 5.1). My hypothesis is that by flowing O2 gas through the plastron,
bubbles containing 1O2 will be released into the supported liquid and increase the photooxidation
rate compared to a static gas environment.
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Figure 5.3. Geometry of the 1O2 photoreactor device: a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
cuvette was modified to incorporate a superhydrophobic surface embedded with Pc particles
printed onto a porous membrane. The printed membrane is held on a plastic support plate that
defines the top of the plenum. Holes were drilled through the plate enabling gas to flow from the
plenum to the plastron. A gas input needle inserted into the bottom of the plenum is used to
introduce a controlled flow of gas.

Scheme 5.1 Singlet oxygen trapping reaction.
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5.1.4. Design of photocatalytic superhydrophobic surfaces
An understanding of the mechanism of 1O 2 formation in superhydrophobic sensitizers is
key to 1 O2 utilization for various potential applications. To help achieve this mechanistic insight,
three types of surfaces were prepared, as shown schematically in Figure 5.4, where the wetting
of the particles by the solution was varied.

Surfaces were prepared where sensitizer particles

were dispersed across the entire surface (Surface A), isolated at the tips of the posts in contact
with the liquid layer (Surface B) or physically separated from the liquid, exposed only in the
plastron (Surface C). Surfaces A-C exhibit stable superhydrophobic properties with a fully intact
plastron throughout the experiment. Based on results from these surfaces, a photooxidation
mechanism is proposed.

Figure 5.4. Schematic images of PDMS posts coated with Pc particles at controlled locations.
(A) Surface A has Pc particles coating the PDMS posts. (B) Surface B has Pc particles primarily
embedded at the PDMS tips. (C) Surface C has Pc coating the PDMS post base, where tips are
capped with a layer of PDMS and SiO2 nanoparticles.

Another aim of this work is to demonstrate a system that researchers in the field of
photooxidation chemistry can use to study sensitizer solids in controlled atmospheres that are not
required to be fully wetted by the solution.[26] Essentially any particulate photosensitizer is
compatible with the easy-to-use dispensable photoreactor described herein. By combining
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physical-organic chemistry principles with surface engineering techniques, gas/liquid and
gas/solid photooxidation control can be achieved that could benefit researchers across numerous
fields. To my knowledge, no 1O2 -generating superhydrophobic surfaces with control of wetting
and plastron gas composition have been previously reported.
5.2. Experimental
5.2.1. Reagents, materials, and instrumentation
Silicon phthalocyanine dichloride (SiPcCl2), 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (ATPS), 3glycidyloxypropyl-trimethoxysilane (GPTMS), 9,10-anthracene dipropionic acid 1, potassium
hydroxide, and D2O were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Allentown, PA). The above chemicals
were used as received without further purification.

SiO2 nanoparticles were received from

Evonik (Aerosil R812S); a room-temperature vulcanizing (RTV) polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
one-part adhesive manufactured by Dow Corning (3140) was purchased from Ellsworth
Adhesives. The silicon phthalocyanine (Si-Pc) glass particles (40-150 µm) were prepared by
Professor Greer’s group.[23] Optical energy was delivered from a CW diode laser (669 nm
output, 383 mW, Intense Ltd.). An optical fiber from the laser diode was brought into the
cuvette with an incident angle of 90°to the surface. The peak in the absorption spectrum of the
Pc particles occurred at 670 nm, nearly coincident with the laser line at 669 nm, to generate 1O2
by energy transfer from triplet Pc excited sites to 3O2 .[27,28] SEM images were obtained using
AMRAY 1910 Emission Scanning Electron Microscope.
5.2.2. Fabrication of superhydrophobic surfaces with Pc particles in controlled locations.
The process for printing PDMS posts was reported previously.[29,30] Briefly, the PDMS
posts were printed as a 17 × 17 square array with a pitch of 0.5 mm (8 mm × 8 mm array) on a
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10 mm × 10 mm membrane surface. Surfaces A-C were also reported previously.[24] For surface
A, a layer of Pc particles was spread onto the posts immediately after printing. The viscous and
thixotropic properties of the PDMS maintained their shape before cure; the Pc particles became
partially embedded into the uncured surface ensuring good adhesion between the particles and
the PDMS posts. The surface was cured at 65 °C for 2 h. Excess particles were removed by
exposing the surface to high flows of compressed air.
Figure 5.5 shows a schematic of the fabrication of surface B. Here, immediately after
printing the PDMS posts, the tips of the posts were dipped into a thin layer of Pc particles. The
tip-coated posts were cured at 65 °C in an oven with tips facing down.

Figure 5.5. A schematic of the fabrication of surface B.

Figure 5.6 shows a schematic of the fabrication of surface C. The PDMS post surface
was printed and coated with Pc particles (as for surface A). After curing and removal of excess
Pc particles, the tips were dipped into a thin layer of uncured PDMS approximately 200 µm
thick. The surface was then dipped into a thin layer of SiO2 nanoparticles such that the silica
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adhered to the uncured silicone. Finally, the post array was cured at 65 °C in an oven with tips
facing down.

Figure 5.6. A schematic of the fabrication of surface C.

Figure 5.7 shows the SEM images of surfaces A-C showing the structure of the printed
posts with Pc particles embedded on the surface. These surfaces have a coarse-scale primary
roughness, which is formed by printing an array of PDMS posts (1 mm tall, 0.50 mm pitch). The
Pc particles that are adhered to the uncured PDMS surface produce a secondary roughness,
whereas a tertiary roughness is formed from the thin layer of SiO2 nanoparticles (Surface C).
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Figure 5.7. SEM images of PDMS posts coated with Pc particles at controlled locations: (A)
Surface A with particles coating the entire PDMS surface; (B) Surface B with particles adhered
only to the top portion of the PDMS posts; and (C) Surface C where the surface pr epared as in
Surface A was capped with a layer of silica nanoparticle adhered to a layer of PDMS.
5.2.3. Contact and slip angle measurements
A droplet of known volume of deionized water was carefully placed on top of the surface
to measure the static contact angle. On this type of superhydrophobic surface, the slip angle was
defined as the angle required to displace the droplet by two posts (1 mm) on both the advancing
and receding directions. At least 10 measurements were made for each sample. The surface was
dried after each measurement by blowing high-pressure, dry, filtered air for approximately 5 s.
The water contact angle is 158 o ± 5o for the Si-Pc PDMS surface (Figure 5.8). The measured
slip angle was 17o ± 2°. The 669 nm laser radiation had no measureable effect on slip angle.
After 30 h of irradiation (378 mW) at a distance of 4mm apart from the Pc-PDMS posts, the
static water contact angle of the superhydrophobic surface remained the same.

Figure 5.8. 10 µL water droplet on Si-Pc catalytic superhydrophobic surface.
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5.2.4. 1O2 photoreactor device
The bottom of a PMMA disposable cuvette was removed to enable connection to the
superhydrophobic surfaces A-C. The PDMS posts were printed onto a Millipore membrane (10
mm × 10 mm) with a pore size of 0.5 m, coated with particles and cured. The printed
membrane was then placed on a 1 cm2 Delrin plastic (3 mm thick) support plate that defined the
top of the plenum. Five holes (1 mm diameter each) drilled through the plate enabled gas to flow
from the plenum to the plastron. The support plate was inserted halfway into a 1cm2 custommolded silicone rubber chamber (3 mm thick), leaving a 1.5 mm deep plenum for gas purging.
A 25G 1½” needle was bent and inserted into the bottom of the plenum with the silicone forming
a gas-tight seal. The other end of the needle was connected to a regulated gas supply, where a
flow rate of 20 cc/min was controlled with a rotameter.
5.2.5. In-situ measurements of singlet oxygen produced by the superhydrophobic sensitizers
The cuvette was placed in an Ocean Optics cuvette holder fitted with optical fibers
connected to a light source (Mikropack HL2000) and spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB4000)
such that the solution absorption of 1 was measured in-situ during irradiation from the top
opening of the cuvette. In a few cases, absorption spectra were collected using a Perkin Elmer
(Lambda 650) spectrophotometer. For the solution presaturation studies, stock solutions of 1 in
D2O (~20 mL) were purged in N2 or O2 for 2 h at 100 cc/min prior to transferring 2 mL portions
to the photoreactor.
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5.3. Results and discussion
5.3.1. Surface characterization
The Si-Pc photocatalytic surface has a coarse-scale primary roughness, which is formed by
printing an array of PDMS posts (1mm tall, 0.50 mm pitch) using a robotic printer. After
printing, Si-Pc particles were adhered to the uncured PDMS surface forming a secondary
roughness. The microstructure and optical images of the surface A are shown in Figure 5.9. As
shown in the images, a water droplet is maintained in a Cassie state, which indicates the PcPDMS surface exhibits good superhydrophobicity.

20 mm

1 mm

Figure 5.9. Microstructure and optical images of Pc-PDMS surface.
5.3.2. Singlet oxygen reactivity in water droplets
The interaction of individual droplets with 1O2 generated from a superhydrophobic
surface composed of photocatalytic particles partially embedded in printed PDMS posts (Figure
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5.10)[24] was studied first . The work was published recently in JACS.

Figure 5.10. Schematic of 1O2 generation in water droplet on Pc-PDMS surface.[24]
The water droplets were dispensed gently onto the surface from a height of ~1 mm. The
droplet volumes ranged from 10 to 100 µL with contact angle ranging from 163.6o to 156.1o.
The results of the photoxidation of anthrancene 1 within H2O droplets are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Photooxidation of anthracene 1 within H 2O droplets [24]
entry

1

droplet
volume
(μL)
10 ±2

% yield
of 2 with
surface
72 ±43

# of post tips in contact
with drop

2

20 ±2

68 ±20

21

1.1

3

25 ±2

70 ±21

21

0.8

4

30 ±2

69 ±14

30

1.0

5

40 ±2

65 ±10

41

1.0

6

50 ±2

59 ±7

41

0.8

7-12

Post tips : droplet volume
ratio
(posts/ μL)
0.7-1.2
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7

60 ±2

53 ±4

48

0.8

8

70 ±2

52 ±4

63

0.9

9

80 ±2

51±4

74

0.9

10

90 ±2

52 ±3

74

0.8

11

100 ±2

54 ±4

93

0.9

Table 5.1 shows that the percent yields of 2 are similar for the small and large water
droplets to within experimental error. A known characteristic of 1O2 is its short ~150 nm
diffusion distance in H2O,[29] which would restrict its ability to travel deep into the droplet.
Because of this short 1O2 diffusion length, the contact area between droplet and surface (i.e. the
ratio of the number of posts in contact with the droplet to droplet volume, rather than the droplet
volume alone, should be expected to affect the % yield of 2. Even if D2O was used, the longer
diffusion length (about 2.8µm)[30] would only be 1% of the droplet height. Since the height of
the droplet, regardless of droplet diameter, is much greater than the diffusion length, it would not
be expected to affect the results. It would be expected that the yield of 2 will track linearly with
the number of posts in contact with the droplet (and thus the number of particles wetted by the
droplet). The mean ratio of wetted posts: droplet volume is 0.9 ± 0.1. For the 10 µL drop, this
ratio is highly dependent on the size of the droplet and can range from 0.7 to 1.2 depending on a
small change in droplet-surface contact area as shown in the last column of Table 5.1.
These results are subject to some experimental error; the largest of which was the
evaporation of water over the course of the experiments. After 1 h of photolysis, significant
evaporation of the 10 µL droplet was observed (60% decrease in initial volume), but was less
significant for the 100 µL droplet (5%). Evaporation reduces droplet size and so the number of
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particles in contact would also decrease. The reduced liquid-Pc contact would be expected to
suppress the yield of 2, however, the concentration of 1 will increase with evaporation of water,
leading to an acceleration of the rate, which could compensate for the decreased post-droplet
contact.

High evaporation rates could also increase convection within the droplet, further

enhancing the effective concentration of 1 near the wetted Pc particles, leading to an increased
rate of formation of 2.
Although this experiment demonstrates that singlet oxygen can be generated on a
superhydrophobic surface and trapped in droplets resting on the surface, several questions
remain including: is singlet oxygen generated in the gas phase, liquid phase, or in both regions?
How does the gas phase composition affect singlet oxygen trapping rates? Can singlet oxygen
generated in the plastron be transported into a solution resting on the surface? To answer these
questions a three-phase photoreacter was designed and a series of experiments with controlled
gas flow and composition were conducted.
5.3.2 Effect of Plastron Gas Composition and Flow
A series of experiments was conducted using Surface A to evaluate the effect of gas flow,
gas composition in the plastron, and dissolved oxygen concentration in the fluid on 1O2
formation (results recently published in J. Phys. Chem. A, 2014).[31] Aqueous solutions form a
stable Cassie state on these surfaces owing to the hierarchical roughness. A coarse scale primary
roughness is formed by the high aspect ratio of printed PDMS posts. These posts alone would
form a superhydrophobic surface, however partial wetting of the PDMS posts can occur.[32]
Embedding Pc particles into the PDMS surface, however, increases the stability of the Cassie
state owing to the hydrophobic surface of the particles as well as the coarse particle morphology,
which adds an additional level of roughness with re-entrant features to the surface. Such
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hierarchical roughness has been shown to increase the stability of superhydrophobic
properties.[33, 34] There was no encroachment of water into the post interstices (i.e. no Wenzel
state).[35,36]
Data were collected by singlet oxygen trapping with 9, 10-anthracene dipropionic acid 1,
a specific 1O2 reaction developed by Rodgers et al.

[37,38]

as a facile and convincing 1O2 reporter

compound. By analogy, others[39-42] have detected 1O2 by trapping with anthracene compounds
which lead to endoperoxides that can further decompose to radicals, [43] A 1O2 mechanism is
indicated with Pc sensitizers (Type II process)[44] with a minimal contribution from Type I
(radical) photooxidation reactions.[45,46] D2O was used in favor of H2O due to the 20-fold longer
lifetime of 1O 2 (65 µs compared to 3.5 µs)[47] for rapid and reliable data collection, so that shorter
reaction times were required.
Figure 5.11 shows the results of experiments with static air, i.e. no gas flowed through
the plastron. D2O solutions were presaturated with either 3O 2 or N2 before being filled into the
cuvette. With static air in the plastron, solutions presaturated with 3O 2 produced almost a twofold higher yield of endoperoxide 2 (51.5 nmol) compared to solutions presaturated with N 2
(22.7 nmol) after laser irradiation for 2.5 h. For the N2 pre-saturated solutions, 3O2 was available
both from the plastron, as well as from the top of the cuvette which was open to air.
Nonetheless, the rates can be seen to slow slightly after the first hour, indicating that oxygen was
depleted from the system during the reaction.
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Figure 5.11. Endoperoxide 2 yield in static experiments where D2O solutions were presaturated
with O2 or N2. There was no gas sparging through the plenum of the device. Error bars were
obtained from 3 measurements.

Introducing a gas flow through the plastron significantly affects the yields of
endoperoxide. Figure 5.12 shows optical images of the photoreactor equipped with surface A,
in which a bubble forms at the plastron-liquid interface. The air bubbles grow from the plastron
then release and rise through the 2 mL D 2O solution. After bubble release, the plastron reforms
and the bubble growth and release cycle repeats continuously. The solution remains in the
Cassie state throughout the experiment. Formation of bubbles increases the surface area and
time over which the gas can dissolve into solution.
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Figure 5.12. Optical images of surface A, showing: (i) plastron with a planar and reflective airwater interface, (ii) gas bubble forming over the surface, and (iii) gas bubble releasing from the
surface.

Figure 5.13 shows the results of experiments where gas was purged through the plastron;
two significant effects were observed. First, the rate of endoperoxide formation is significantly
enhanced by the flow of 3O2 . The yield of endoperoxide 2 increased by > 40% (from 51.5 nmol
to 68.3 nmol after 2.5 hours) in flowing 3O2 compared to when static air was maintained in the
plastron. Second, the oxygen concentration in solution has a significant effect on 1O2 trapping.
Presaturating the D2O solution with N2 gas results in higher initial rates of 1O2 trapping with an
endoperoxide yield of 97.6 nmol, compared with a yield of 68.3nmol in a solution presaturated
with 3O2. Although 3O2 is necessary for 1O 2 formation, solutions presaturated with 3O2 exhibit
lower yields of endoperoxide 2. When N2 was bubbled through a solution presaturated with N 2,
little endoperoxide 2 was formed (2.3 nmol after 2.5 hours); the small amount of endoperoxide
observed may be due to leaks or residual oxygen in solution. These observations are in good
agreement with the results of previous work, where nitrogen-purged solutions also yielded the
highest rates of 1O2 trapping as evidenced either by endoperoxide 2 yield[23] or E. coli
deactivation.[48] The lower rate observed with 3O2 purged solutions is attributed to a reduced
transport of 1O2 across the gas/liquid interface into the 3O 2 saturated solution.
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Figure 5.13. Endoperoxide 2 yield in bubbling experiments where O2 or N2 gas was sparged
through the plenum into the D2O solution. Error bars were obtained from 3 measurements.

Table 5.2 summarizes the static and sparging gas flow 1O2 photoreactor experiments.
The highest rate of endoperoxide 2 formation (0.96 nmol/min) occurs when 3O2 is bubbled
through a D2O solution presaturated with N2. This experimental scenario produces the highest
rates as the 1O2 produced has both the greatest surface area over which to contact the solution
(owing to the bubbles rising through the solution) as well as the greatest solubility in the solution
(owing to the depleted 3 O2 concentration resulting from N2 presaturation). Purging the solution
with oxygen before irradiation lowers the initial rate to 0.60 nmol/min.

Once the solution

becomes saturated in 3O2 , the rates drop significantly and become similar, regardless of the initial
condition. This lower rate is similar for all oxygen-saturated systems including the final rate for
solutions presaturated with either N 2 or O2 (0.22 and 0.21 nmol/min respectively) as well as the
static solution purged with 3O2 (0.21 nmol/min). When 3O 2 is excluded, essentially no 1O2 is
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produced (0.007 nmol/min for the last 30 minutes of the system with N 2 flow through a N2
purged solution).
Table 5.2. Singlet Oxygen Trapping Experiments.

gas
flow

percent
decrease in
anthracene 1
after 2.5 h
(%)a, c

endoperoxide
2 formed
(nmol) c

initial rate
(nmol/min)b,

final rate
(nmol/min)b,

c

c

N2

48.8 ±2.7

97.6 ±5.3

0.96 ±0.03

0.22 ±0.05

O2

34.2 ±2.4

68.3 ±4.8

0.60 ±0.04

0.21 ±0.07

N2

11.4 ±1.4

22.7 ±2.8

0.20 ±0.03

0.17 ±0.05

O2

25.8 ±2.3

51.5 ±4.6

0.36 ±0.05

0.21 ±0.04

N2

1.2 ±0.6

2.3 ±1.1

0.07 ±0.01

0.007
0.001

solution
presaturated

O2
purging

static

N2
purging

±

a

Experimental conditions: Under subdued light, solutions were presaturated with N2 for 2 h.
Samples were then illuminated at 669 nm with either O 2 bubbling (20 mL/min), static (no gas
bubbling), or N2 bubbling (20 mL/min) for 2.5 h, where 1O 2 is generated and detected by
trapping with 1 (0.10 mM, pH=10). The concentration of anthracene 1 was measured by
monitoring the decrease of its absorption at 378 nm. b Initial and final rates were calculated over
the first and last 30 min of the reaction, respectively. c The numbers shown here are averages of
3 measurements.

5.3.3. Effect of Pc particle location on singlet oxygen yield
To examine the effect of particle location on 1O2 trapping, a series of surfaces (A-C) was
prepared where the location of the Pc particles was controlled such that the particles covered the
entire surface of the posts (Surface A), were restricted to the tops of the posts such that the
particles were near or in contact with the solution (Surface B), or were exposed only in the
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plastron and isolated from direct contact with solution (Surface C). In this way, the relative
effectiveness of 1 O2 generated in solution vs. in the plastron could be evaluated.
5.3.3.1. Droplet experiments
Photooxidation of anthracene 1 within H2O droplets on surfaces with Si-Pc particles at
different locations (Figure 5.14) were first conducted. The results are shown in Table 5.3. [24]

Figure 5.14 Schematic of water droplets on (A) surface A with Pc particles uniformly
coated on the PDMS posts, (B) surface B with Pc particles residing near the tips of the PDMS
posts, and (C) surface C with silicone capping the post tips of PDMS posts otherwise uniformly
coated with PC particles on the posts.[24]

Table 5.3. Photooxidation of Anthracene 1 within H 2O droplets on different surfaces. [24]
entry

1

droplet
volume
(μL)
10 ±2

% yield
of 2 with surface
A
72 ±43

% yield
of 2 with surface
B
54 ±32

% yield
of 2 with surface
C
13 ±8

2

20 ±2

68 ±20

52 ±16

12 ±4

3

25 ±2

70 ±21

51 ±15

13 ±4

4

30 ±2

69 ±14

52 ±10

13 ±3
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5

40 ±2

65 ±10

50 ±8

12 ±2

6

50 ±2

59 ±7

46 ±6

11 ±1

7

60 ±2

53 ±4

40 ±4

10 ±1

8

70 ±2

52 ±4

39 ±6

9.8 ±0.7

9

80 ±2

51±4

40 ±4

9.6 ±0.7

10

90 ±2

52 ±3

39 ±5

9.8 ±0.5

11

100 ±2

54 ±4

41 ±6

10.2 ±0.7

As shown in Table 5.3, the percent yield of 2 from photolysis of surface A is near the
sum of the yields of 2 from surfaces B and C. This result shows that the Pc particles that are in
contact with the droplet, as well as those isolated in the plastron, both contribute to the formation
of singlet oxygen and are both trapped within the droplet. Combining the two types of particles
creates an additive increase in the concentration of trapped 1O2. The results also clearly show
that trapping rate of 1O2 in the droplet from wetted Pc particles is enhanced compared to trapping
of 1O2 generated in the plastron from dry Pc particles with subsequent 1 O2 diffusion into the
droplet.
5.3.3.2. Triphasic photogenerator
The endoperoxide 2 yields for surfaces A-C were compared to each other in experiments
that flowed oxygen continuously through the plastron using solutions presaturated with N 2.
Table 5.4 shows that 1O2 was trapped more effectively (factor of > 2.3) when the Pc particles
were located on the top of the posts in or near contact with the solution (86.3 nmol, surface B) as
compared to when particles were located only in the plastron, isolated from the liquid phase
(37.3 nmol, surface C). Surface A (with Pc particles coating the entire surface) resulted in the
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highest overall yield of trapped 1O2 (97.6 nmol) as 1O2 was generated at both the gas-solid
interface in the plastron as well as at the liquid-solid interface in solution. The results clearly
show that direct Pc particle contact with the solution is not required for trapping 1O2 , however
the yield of endoperoxide 2 is reduced by more than 60% for Surface C. Unlike heterogeneous
sensitizers in direct contact with the solution,[49,50] surface C may be promising for extended
photolysis applications where the photodegradation of the sensitizer can be lessened since it is
not in contact with solution.
Table 5.4. Effect of Sensitizer Location on 1O2 Trapped in D2O Solution a .
Pc particle location

decrease of

endoperoxide 2

anthracene 1 (%)

produced (nmol)

surface A (Pc located over entire surface)

48.8±2.7

97.6±5.3

surface B (Pc located at the tip of the posts)

43.1±1.2

86.3±2.7

surface C (Pc isolated from the liquid phase)

18.6±0.6

37.3±2.7

a

Experimental conditions: the solution was presaturated with N 2 for 2 h prior to

introducing 2.0 ml of solution into the reactor. Samples were then illuminated at 669 nm with O 2
bubbling (20 mL/min) for 2.5 h. Generated 1 O2 was detected by trapping with 1 (0.10 mM,
pH=10). The numbers shown here are averages of 3 measurements.

5.3.4 Mechanism of photooxidation.
The cuvette-based photoreactor is useful for elucidating the mechanism of singlet oxygen
photooxidation as it enables the use of solutions presaturated with different gases as well as
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independent control of the gas phase composition, flow rate, and specific location of the
sensitizer particles on the surface relative to the gas-liquid interface. Figure 5.15 shows the
proposed mechanism. Singlet oxygen can be generated either at the gas-solid interface in the
plastron and then transported to the solution, or can be generated at the liquid-Pc interface
directly in solution. In the plastron, 3O2 reacts on the Pc particle surface to generate 1O2 . When
there is no gas flow through the cuvette, 1O2 must diffuse across the plastron until it enters the
plastron-liquid interface where it can react with 1. Because of the limited lifetime of 1O2 only a
fraction of the 1O 2 generated will be solvated and react with 1 before it decays to 3O2. A flow of
3

O2 through the plastron increases the yield of 1O2 trapped in solution by two mechanisms. First,

oxygen gas flow increases the concentration of 3O2 on the catalyst surface thereby increasing the
overall quantity of 1O2 formed. Higher concentrations of 3O2 are known to increase the yields of
1

O2 in the presence of a photosensitizer.[51] Second, the 1 O2 generated in the plastron will be

transported more efficiently into contact with solution due to the gas flow which creates bubbles
that rise through the solution, thereby increasing the liquid-gas interfacial area. This increases
the opportunity for 1O2 to become solvated and react with 1 before it decays. Indeed, we observe
the highest rates of endoperoxide 2 formation in the presence of flowing 3O2. Results from
Surface C demonstrate that this mechanism, alone, can result in singlet oxygen trapping.
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Figure 5.15. Mechanism of singlet oxygen generation via O 2 flowing through the
plastron of a superhydrophobic sensitizer surface.

When Pc particles are in contact with the solution (surfaces A and B), a second
mechanism for generating 1O2 is operational. Oxygen ( 3O2) dissolved in solution will react at the
particle-solution interface to generate 1O2 directly in solution where it can diffuse and be trapped
by reacting with 1. Increasing the 3 O2 concentration dissolved in solution would again increase
the yield of 1O2 trapped. This was observed for static solutions presatured with 3O2.
For flowing 3O2 experiments, however, presaturation of the solution with N 2 proved to be
more effective than presaturation with 3O2. Initial rates of endoperoxide 2 formation were higher
for N2 vs 3O2 presaturation (0.96 vs 0.60 nmol/min). In this condition, the solubility and
diffusion of O2 into solution will be more rapid when the concentration of dissolved 3O 2 is lower
(Fick’s Law).[52] As the concentration of dissolved oxygen in solution increases, singlet oxygen
solubility from the bubble into solution will decrease, slowing the overall trapping rate; reactions
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of singlet oxygen present in bubbles would ultimately be limited to the ga s-liquid interface. This
was reflected by the lower final rates of endoperoxide formation (~0.21 nmol/min regardless of
presaturation level). We observed a similar effect of solution presaturation (i.e. higher rates with
N2 vs 3O2 solution presaturation) using a very different type of singlet oxygen generator. [23]
The generation of singlet oxygen in solution at the Pc particle-solution interface accounts
for the majority of the trapped 1O2 . This higher rate on the particle surface (vs. the plastron) will
not be reduced by presaturation of the solution with N 2, since 3O 2 can rapidly diffuse from the
plastron to this interface. Only when the dissolved 3 O2 content is reduced will the rate of 1O2
generation in solution be significantly reduced. This was observed for N2 presaturated solutions
in static air, especially at the end of the 150 min experiment when 3O2 would have been depleted
from the plastron.
By controlling the location of particles on the surface, illustrated by the synthesis of
surfaces A-C, the mechanistic significance of these two non-equivalent 1 O2 -generating regions is
revealed. The observations of our experiments are consistent with the short lifetime of 1O2 and
the transport mechanisms involved. When generated at the top of the PDMS posts, the distance
over which singlet oxygen must diffuse to encounter 1 is relatively short as 1O2 is either
generated in solution, or can easily diffuse to the liquid-gas interface. When generated in the
plastron, however, 1O2 is first transported via a bubble into the liquid layer where it must be
solvated and diffuse to and encounter 1 before decaying back to the ground state. Flowing gas
enhances the transport of 1O2 into solution, and thus the yield of 1, as compared to an
environment in which, for example an individual droplet of solution [24] rests on a
superhydrophobic surface embedded with Pc particles in static air.
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5.4 Conclusion
Physical-organic studies were used to investigate superhydrophobic sensitizer surfaces
coupled into a photoreactor device so that the layer of gas trapped between the surface and the
liquid could be enriched with oxygen. This superhydrophobic surface device is especially well
suited for such studies as it enables control of the sensitizer particle location relative to the
solution as well as provides facile access to the plastron. Because of the hierarchical texture on
the printed surface, a stable Cassie state was maintained throughout the experiment; the Pc
particles partially embedded into the PDMS posts required no special surface treatment to
maintain superhydrophobicity. Fabrication of these surfaces is inexpensive, scalable and easily
adaptable to a wide range of catalyst particles.
The endoperoxide 2 is the sole product from the reaction of singlet oxygen with
anthracene 1. By flowing oxygen continuously through the plastron, the efficiency of singlet
oxygen trapping increased significantly as compared to the static plastron environment. By
contrast, flowing N2 through the plastron essentially precluded endoperoxide formation. By
studying surfaces where the catalyst particles are proximate to, or isolated from, the aqueous
solution, (surfaces A-C) the relative efficiency of 1O2 trapping was determined. Singlet oxygen
generated directly in solution is trapped more efficiently resulting in >60% higher yields.
However, we clearly demonstrated that 1O2 can be trapped in solution with reasonable yields
(~46 nmol/min) even when the sensitizer Pc particles are physically separated from the solution.
Can this cuvette technology driven by physical-organic principles enlarge the tool set for
1

O2 in synthesis[53] or to deliver 1O2? We have taken an approach where surface printing and

sensitizer configuration technology may be advantageous in applications such as water
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purification and medical devices where gas-phase generation of singlet oxygen is desired, but
contamination of the fluid by the photocatalyst, or, conversely, contamination of the
photocatalyst by the solution, must be avoided. Supporting fluid in the Cassie state may also be
ideal for applications where the surfaces are intended for long-term use to restrict contact points
for growth of bacteria and the formation of biofilms that may cause infections. [54] In addition,
1

O2 generated at the gas-solid interface will effectively kill bacteria [48] resulting in self-cleaning

surfaces that can efficiently purify water.
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